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Football Team Tested For Drugs
!:':; I: ~
,,. J;:i ::; ::- l

By Lamont
Rou,,e
and
Steve Marlowe
Members of the Kean College

foolball team were tested to, drug,

followingSaturday'sgameagainst
Jersey City State College, official
sources said.
The testing came after the
Administration learned from several sources that illegal drugs were
allegedly being taken by several
players on the Kean Football team.
These allegations do not in
anyway implicate guilt in anyway
upon any player/players, or coach/
coaches on the Kean College Football team. While at the same time
it has ~n con~irmed that these
allegations do ex1stand may prove
to be true.
.
The coac~mg staff of the football team s~1d they ~ad learned
the ~1~g only minutes before
1t was administered.
"We (the staff) had no knowledge about the drug testing prior to
its being administered," Head Coach
John Audino said. 'We were not a
part of the decision making process in anyway.•
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A,dioo
the isstaff
created
team
policy,aid
which
against
druga
use prior to this season the staff's
fim at Keao. He said the cooch iog
staff would not tolerate or condone any use of illegal drugs by
any member of the Kean College
Football team.
"This staff has no knowledge of
any drug use on this team," Audino
said. 'We have never seen any
drugs being used, nor have we
heard of any drugs being used."
Director of Sports Information,
Adam Fenton referred all questions about the incident to Vice
President of Students Services,
Patrick Ippolito, although Fenton
did confirm that drug testing of
players took place after the game.
Representatives from the lndependent met with Ippolito but he
refused to go on record, with the
understanding that he would be
willing to go on record at a later
date.
According to administrative
sources, the impromptu drug testing of 56 out of the 60 players
present was voluntary, leaving the

Classroo01 Changes
e c ess ar y Hassle
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decision to be tested up to the
individual. But members of the

athletic dept.familiar with the situation refute that it was voluntary.
Since Monday the administra-

tion has pursued several courses of
action concerning the incident.

Numerous meetings between lpBy Eddie Donohue
one lab's disk drive may take a pilito, the coaching staff, the playThe gradual conversion of class- different size disk than another ers and other administrators have
taken place already concerning the
rooms into computer labs, learn- lab's, thus, disrupting the continu-•
drug
testing.
ity
of
the
student's
programs.
ing support centers, and offices
has created a crunch that many
Newly-appointed Vice President
department heads are feeling after of Academic: Affairs, Dr. Louanne
Kennedy stressed the need for a
last springs scheduling of classes.
Dr. Carol Shaffer-Karas, Chair- more centralized campus-wide
person of the English Department, computer program, but mentioned
spoke of seeing students standing several obstacles, one of them being
outside in the hallway, leaning copyright infringement which
into the room because the class would make the disks compatible
to that particular program.
was too crowded.
By Nick Calamito
Kennedy also cited an example
Dr. Shaffer-Koros also said that
Questioning the response time
she has been forced to schedule of a Public Administration student of Campus Police to a melee in the
using quantitative functions in the College Center cafeteria Homeclasses on Saturday's and went on
Public Administration lab and coming weekend, the Black Stuto say that English classes have
having the lab assistant not being dent Union (B.S.U.) met with school
been dispersed all over the campus away from the third floor of able to help him or her because administrators, student leaders and
the assistant doesn't specialize in Campus Police representatives
Willis Hall where·, the English
Department is located. "All the math related programs. In this case; several times last week to piece
instructors have been forced to says Kennedy, "a computertechn i- together what happened.
drag their equipment across the cian would have to be hired, who
Vice President of Student Afcampus even in the rain," said would have to rove all over the fairs, Dr.Janice Murray conducted
Shaffer-Karas, who heads one of place."
the last meeting which was held
Responding accusations that the Friday in tv\eeting Room B, ci Do.vns
the larger departments on camcomputer labs, particularly in Willis Hall in what she cal led an "interim
pus.
"People are desperate to get Hall, are being utilized by very step" to assuring this type of situinto English 1020 (English Compo- few students, Kennedy, a former ation does not happen again.
A B.S.U. sponsored party in the
sition)," said Shaffer-Koros, who Di rector of the Computer Division
also said, "Studentscan'ttaketheir at Baruch College, said, "The stu- College Center cafeteria featuring
Freshman courses when they're dents who use the labs as class- the rap group, Tribe Called Quest,
Freshmen, and Sophomores can't rooms are going to need ti me to do got out of hand at about 1 0:30
take their Sophomore courses when their work; obviously, during this p.m. when the doors were closed
free time, the lab is not going to be to a still growing large crowd outthey're Sophomores."
side.
Because a section may be in full."
She also stated that Kean's goal
''The crowd outside, waiti ng in
two different computer labs during the week, Sh'affer-Koros says of computer literacy for all of its line, was getting too rowdy, sowe
that students are not able "to ac- students will make students "so called Campus pol ice to disperse
the crowd," B.S.U. Vice President,
cess their disks," explaining that
(Continued on Page 3)
Jemal Beale said.
The crowd soon became unruly and uncontrollable forcing
Campus Police to request the assistance of Union Township Police.
''Things broke down," Murray
Editorial ........................••...•..•.••.• 5
said at the meeting. "We now have
A&E ........................•....•....••.. 9+ 10
to try to make them better. The
social life (at Kean) needs to be
Personals ·····························~···· 13
looked at. Campus response time
Comics ..........•...•................. 14+15
is obviously an important issue for
student leaders."
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,.,_ by Nicole 0.jun

The Kean College Football Field.
Audino and his staff said they
have made several anti-drug statements to the team prior to the
incident.

conference Kean plays in, said that
in cases dealing with alleged drug
use the matter is usually handled
on an "institution by institution

ing. It is still not known what, if
any administrative action would
be taken against any player(s) found
to have used illegal drugs.
Eric Kloiber, Public Relations
Director for the New Jersey Athletic Conference, (N.J.A.C.) the

Kloiber uid that if drug use by
any team in the conference is found
by the N.J.A.C., the National Collegiate Athletic Association
(N.C.A.A.) would have to be notified.

Results fN>m the tests ate pencl-

bas\s.•

Cafe Melee Discussed
Campus Police Questioned
Charles Kimmett, Vice President of Administration and Finance,
said he was not sure if he agreed
that the "perception of what happened is true."
"I believe there was a call at
campus police at around 11 :15
p.m. indicating they (B.S.U.) did
notwantanyonetorespond.They
only wanted to inform police they
had reached the cafeteria's capacity of 426 people," Kimmet said.
B.S.U. President Kenya Covington said the crowd was estimated at only 250 to 300 people
when the party was shut down.
"An overab~ndance of people

outside started breakingwindows.
Still no police, so we called them
again at about 11 :30 p.m., 11 Covington said.
Kimmett and Police Lt. Davies
stated that, according to reports
the second call did not come into
headquarters until around midnight
and they arrived on the scene at
12:07 a.m. A response time of
seven minutes.
''The problem didn'tstartSaturday night, until we started to disperse the crowd," Lt. Hardy said.
Inside the cafete ria the situation remained under control
(Continued on Page 3)
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· Lines ofanxious students waitto party atthe B.S.U. sponsored, Tribe
called Quest Dance Party.
l'holo by Nicole De}ura
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Campus Calendar

The Freshman Center

What's Going On ...
Friday, October 19, 1990
7 - 11 pm
6 - 11 pm

Nu Delta Pi
C.P.T.S.

Alumni Lounge
Rm. B

Saturday, October 20, 1990

1pm

Men 's Soccer-Trenton

East Campus

Sunday, October 21, 1990

l0am- 4pm
6 - l0pm
, 8- l0pm
6- 8pm

Nu Theta Chi
I.S.A.
Lambda Theta Phi
Mass

Rm.A
Alumni Lounge
Rm.A
Rm. B

Monday, October 22, 1990

7-llpm

Rho Theta Tau

Rm.A

Tuesday, October 23, 1990
7 - llpm
7 - 11 pm

7-llpm
7:30 - 11 pm
9- llpm
7:40 - 10:1 0pm
7:40 - 10:1 0pm
1 :40 - 3:05pm
1 :40 - 3:05pm
1:40 - 3:05 pm
1:40 - 3:05pm
1:40 - 3:05pm
1:40 - 3:05pm
1:40 - 3:05pm
1:40 - 3:0~pm
1:40 - 3:05pm
1:40 - 3:05pm
1:40 - 3:05pm
1 :40 - 3:05pm
1:40 - 3:05pm
1:40 - 3:05pm
1:40 - 3:05pm
1:40 - 3:05pm
11am

Sigma Beta Tau
Sigma Theta Chi
Nu Sigma Phi
Lambda Chi Rho
Omega Sigma Psi
Zeta Delta Pi
Delta Sigma Pi
B.S.U.
H.A.S.
Chess Club
Memorabilia
Day Care Center
I.V.C.F.
I.S.A.
A.C.M.
E.E.O.
Zionist Assoc.

c.c.c.

D.E.C.A.
Pre-Law Club
Gay People at Kean
Society of Management
Pakistani Club
Women's Volleyball
).C.S.C.

D.R. 2
D.R.3
Alumni Lounge
Rm.A
Rm. B
VE- 113
T-211
Grill Room
J-100, 140
T-207
J-137
CSS-108
J-132
J-203
T-212
J-134, 135, 136
138,142, 143,
T-208, 216
J-301
J-204A
J-131
J-133
VE-113
W-2 143
J-336

7-11pm
7 - 11 pm
7:40 - 10:1 0pm
7:40 - ·10:1 0pm
7:40 - 10:1 0pm
3:05 - 4:20pm
3:05 - 4:20pm
3:05 - 4:20pm
3:05 - 4:20pm
3:05 - 4:20pm
3:05 - 4:20pm

Lambda Tau Omega
Grill Room
Alpha Theta Pi
D.R. 3
Sigma Beta Chi
Alumni Lounge
Rho Sigma Chi
Rm.A
Nu Delta Pi
Rm. B
Chess Club
T-207
Alpha Theta Pi
J-143
Lambda Theta Alpha
J-203
H.A.S.
J-100
I.V.C.F.
J-132
Pre-Law Club
J-133
K.C. for Life
J-139
Kean College Gospel Choir
VE-113
Lambda Tau Omega
J-304

Thunday, October 25, 1990

8pm-2am
7- llpm
7 - llpm
7:30pm

"So, are you getting ready to is your Freshman Seminar Instrucregister for the Spring Semester?" tor. (If you have declared a major,
ch ides that fami Iiar voice emanat- you should also see your major
ing from the living room love seat. department advisor.)
"Uncle Chuck, I haven't even
If you're beyond your second
taken my midte rms yet for the fal I semester, go straightto your major
semester; I'm sure there's plenty of department, (though you are still
time." It looks like Uncle Chuck's welcome to see your Freshman
going to corner you again. Face it, Seminar Advisor). Undecided
you've got lousing timing.
majors beyond the 2nd semester
"Sit down, you fool. You may can receive advisement from the
go to college, but you ain't going _ Freshman Center.
nowhere unless you start reading
3. As of October 18th, you can
your mail!" Uncle Chuck grabs a get the materials you need (Spring
letter off the coffee table. ''This Bulletin 1991; Approved Petition;
here is from Kean College!"
Major Guidesheets; Information
You saw the letter the other about Departmental Offices; Renight but didn't feel like reading it. quirements, etc.) in the Freshman
Sleep seemed more important. "I Center.
was going to read the letter, Uncle
4. If you declared a major, you
· Chuck."
''Well, I read it for you! You will receive a letter in the mail (not
know what it's about?" Uncle Chuck the same as your Registrar's apgrabs your shirt and pulls you down pointment) telling you when and
next to him so you can read along where to pick up your Permit to
Register from your major departwith him.
"Uncle Chuck! You read my ment. Undecided majors pick up
mail?!" It disturbs you, but does their permits in the Freshman
Center.
not surprise you.
"Somebody's got to read it.
5. When you go to your apYou're not!" Uncle Chuck's breath, pointment in the Re~istrar, be sure
a mix of stale Ale and vintage cigar to take: your Permit to Register,
smoke, like a dentist's novocaine, filled out and signed by you and
hits you at once. But a dentist's your advisor; your Approved Petinovocaine would be something tion (for courses in the bulletin
welcome compared to knowing designated as needing them) also
that Uncle Chuck was geating up signed by your advisor; a list of
for another one of his lectures.
alternate courses or sections that
The lecture summary, without will fit your needs and your schedthe theatrics, is as follows:
ule, in case your first choices are
closed.
1. You should receive an ap6. PAYMENT: Registration statepointment to register from the ment (schedules)/ invoices wi 11 be
Registrar by November 2nd. If not, received at the time of registration
call 527-2444. Your appointment and must be paid by December
will be between November 13-19. 7th. Students receiving financial
2. If _you're a first or second assistance must note the source of
semester freshman, your advisor the aid on the registration state-

ment/invoice and return it to the
Business Office by December 7th.
If you do not pay your bill on
time you will forfeit your carefully planned schedule.
If you have any questions or are
confused, call the Freshman Center at 527-3114.
Uncle Chuck backs off. He sips
his Ale. ''What would you do without me? I'm getting too old to be
watching· after you youngsters."
Uncle Chuck still has his way of
making you feel as if you 're about
seven years old.
"I don't know, Uncle Chuck. I
suppose the whole family would
be walking along the side of the
road somewhere if it weren't for
your vision, your all-encompassing knowledge, that constant beacon of hope, which is all you represent to this desperately in need
of you family.•
"Oh stop thinking of yourselves
as such losers. I'm sure you'd find
some way to make it. You might
not be where you are today. But ... "
Uncle Chuck warmly smiles. You
know he's thinking about the old
days, and you know if you don't
makeyourexitimmediately,those
old -days are going to make you
late for everything you planned to
do.
"Well, Uncle Chuck! Thanks
for the advice, and don't open my
mail ever again." You bolt for the
door.
"I'll try not to read you r mail ,
but I may need to, if I plan to
remain omnicient." Uncle Chuck
turns the TV up full blast, and nods
off to rising bliss.
Tip of the Week: Attend the
New Student Committee Meeting
on Tuesday, October 23, at 1:40
p.m. in the Freshman Center.

D'Angola Gym

Wednesday, October 24, 1990
8 - 11 pm
7 - 11 pm
7 - 11 pm

Focus On Freshmen

Lambda Theta Alpha Party
CC. Cafe
Delta Sigma Pi
Rm.A
Zeta Phi Beta
Rm. B,
Women's Volleyball
UYpsala
D'Angola Gym

Library Schedule
Fall Semester, 1990
September 6 - December 21
Mondays Thru Thursdays ................ 8:00 AM - 11 :00 PM
Fridays .... ................... ................... .... 8:00 AM - 5:00 PM
Saturdays .. .. ............... ..... ................ 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM
Sundays ............................ .............. 1:00 PM -10:00 PM

For East Campus Library Hours
Check With The Library

Rap Session at the President's Home
If you're a freshman and haven't already signed up for the Rap
Session at President Gomez's house on October 25th, please stop
by the Freshman Center and leave your name, number and
address with the New Student Committee. Hurry! Seating is limited
and on a first come - first serve basis.
Students will meet in the Freshman Center'at 7PM. Transportation to the President's Home will be provided. The Rap Session will
begin between 7:30 and 7:45 and run through till 9:30 - 10PM. It's
a great chance for students to meet and chat with our President and
share ideas and goals.

Dear Connie
Dear Connie,
A few weeks ago I met th is guy
in a bar. I don't usually like the
guys I meet in bars, but we seemed
to hit it off right away. We talked
for a long time, but I did most of
the talking. He seemed really interested in me though. He took my
number and we went on our first
date the following weekend. We
went to dinner and to a dance
club. Before the date he cal led me
every night, but after the date he
only called occasionally. When
he didn't call like he said he would,
I would end up calling him. When
I asked him why he didn't call he
said he forgot. This got me angry
so we discussed it, but we would
end up arguing about it. As a result, I seemed to have pushed him
away. I sent him a few letters and
cards apologizing for acting that
way, but he hasn't responded. I
really like him and I'm trying so
hard to make him like me. I don't
know what I did wrong. All of my
friends have boyfriends and I want

someone to care about too. This
incident is only one example of
many failed relationships I've had.
What am I doing wrong? Am I the
only freak who can't get a boyfriend? Everytime I try I end up
getting hurt.
Lonely

Dear Lonely,
First of all you're not a "Freak".
Your problem is a common one.
There are many other women who
find that looking for love and being
in love means being in pain. It is
also a common behavior to give
up much of yourself in order to
make a relationship work, especially when your partner isn't trying
at all . A support group entitled,
"WOMEN, and MEN WHO LOVE
TOO MUCH" is being formed at
the Human Relations and Counseling Center, located in the Bookstore Building, Room 126. It is an
opportunity for women and men
who have the same concerns to
come together and share their

personal stories. As they do this,
you will be able to identify with
them and their experiences. As
you do, you will become more in
touch with yourself and you will
be able to become more accepting
of certain characteristics and feelings in yourself. Self acceptance is
the first step to recovery. The support group is being offered on
Mondays from 1 :00 p.m. to 2:00
p.m. and on Tuesdays from 11 :00
a.m. to 12 noon . You can come
either day and bring a friend, if
you'd like.
Other support groups being
offered by the Human relations
and Counseling Center are: Eating
Disorders, Monday, 3:00 p.m. and
Thursday, 2:00 p.m., Rational
Thinking, Monday, 2:00 p.m.,
Tuesday, 12 noon, Thursday, 10:00
a.m. and Friday, 12 noon and Stress
Management, Thursday and Friday at 11 :00 a.m. For more information, call the Human Relations
and Counseling Center (HRCC) at
527-2082.
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Middle States Are Coming!
By Steve Marlowe
Sunday and stay through WednesThe fate of Kean College's ac- day to complete their task.
creditation will be on line next
"They basically are here to make
week when representatives from sure the institution is providing a
the Middle States Association visit quality education," Kind said.
the campus for an on-site evaluThe college will treat the group
ation of the school's atmosphere, to dinner at which several memprogress and honesty.
bers of tri-council were asked to
What is accreditation?
attend.
It certifies an institution is
The team's leader, Dr. James E.
"meeting all formal requirements,
Lyons, President of Bowie State
as of academic excellence, facili University in Maryland, was here
ties, etc ... ," according to the Ranfor a pre-evaluation last semester
dom House College Dictionary.
and asked specifically to talk to
What does this mean to Kean several ·students on campus to
students?
''validate" what the self-study claims.
"It guarantees the integrity of
Middle States is the group that
,your degree," Dr. Bonnie Kind said.
Kind was faculty coordinator for accredits schools in the Middle
the self-study Middle States re- Atlantic region. All schools must
quires for the evaluation, as well undergo the evaluation every ten
as, Psychology Department Chair- years to remain accredited.
person. "lfwe (Kean) didn't have it
Although the actual decision
(accreditation) we would be in from Middle States will not come
trouble."
until December, Kind said the
The ten-member team consist- college should be able to "get a
ing of faculty and administration feeling of whether, or not" the
from other colleges and universi- school's accreditation will remain
ties in the Mid-Atlantic region from a report the team is to present
(except New Jersey), will arrive on before leaving on Wednesday.

National Student Affairs
By Joyce Donohue

The National Student Affairs
Committee, NSA, called an emergency meeting on October 10 to
discuss how the possible future
decrease in state funding may effeet Kean College and it's students
As of September 1, 1990, there
has been an decrease in the statewide budget of 11.9 percent. This
translated into a 9% increase in
tuition and many services cut
throughout the college.
Chuck Stiuso, Director of NSA,
statedthatnextyeartherecouldbe
a decrease in funding of 8.5 percent. In terms of tuition, this would
equal an increase of $10 per credit.
StiullO attended a New Jersey

Students' Rights Conference the
weekend of October f>, which was
sponsored by the New Jersey
Coalition of Students Rights. This
conference was held in order to
educate students on leadership
qualities, as well as to help them
address currrent problems.
As an example of the long term
consequences of these budget cuts,
Trenton State came up with two
figures which represented the increaseoftuitionfromnowto1996.
The Administration estimated an
increase of 210 percent in tui tion; while the students and faculty estimated the range of 300 to
400 percent.
The reductions for this year,
due to the budget cuts, are in
educational equipment, computer
equipment, building maintenance
and grounds keep. The reason why

tuition went up only 9% instead of
the projected 15%-20% this year
is because the college cut down
these services and removed money
from their reserves, Stiuso said.
One result of the Conference,
the New Jersey Coalition of Students' Rights is requesting that
students go to the Trenton State
HouseonNovember9th.Thisisto
call for an immediate freeze on the
cuts until written proof is shown.
The group claims that the cuts are
unprecedented and proof is demanded. This act is supported by
the President of the American
Federation of Teachers, Marco
Antonio Lacenta.

NSA is hoping to send bus loads
of students from Kean College to
this rally. Some of the money for
the buses is coming from the NSA
budget. As for educating the campus, NSA is planning to set up
tables to inform students, faculty,
and administration ofthe possible
consequences of the budget cuts.
After the emergency meeting
Stiuso stressed one point.. ·
"NSA wants to make it clear
that we, as students, want the
administration and faculty to know
that we are more than willing to
worktogetherasaunittocomeup
with a resonable solution, if the
budget decrease occurs; however,
we, as students, also know that
there will be a campus-wide rebellion if the tuition is increased
by any amount September 1991,"
Stiuso said.

1991 Prospective Graduates
Seniors who are eligible for May or August,
199:1 graduation must submit the REQUEST for
Graduation Application to the Office of the Registrar. The request card is available at the 1st
floor service counter in the Administration Building, Evening Office, Advisement Center and major
department offices.
Upon receipt of the request, a formal "Application for Graduation" packet will be mailed to the
Senior.

Deadlines for return of "Request":
September 15, 1990 for May, 1991 graduation
February 1, 1991 for August, 1991 graduation

Deadlines for submission of
"Graduation Application:"
November 1, 1990 for May, 1991 graduation
March 15, 1991 for August, 1991 graduation

If the above deadlines are m·et, your graduation application will be evaluated prior to Add/
Drop registration of your final semester.

Empty chairs await students.

Photo by Rob Hauidoild

Classroom Close Up
(Continued from Page 1)

much more confident on job intervi1;?ws.•

Much controversy has surroul')ded the gradual conversion of
W100, 200,300 and 400 in Willis
Hall. Willis 100 was converted
into the Learning Assistance Center and the other three into computer labs which double as classrooms.
Dr. Marcel Fulop, Chairman of
the Management Science Department, says that when one of these
classrooms is lost it means the loss
of approximately 25 sections.
Fulop stated that his department is not as affected by the
decreasing availabi Iity of classrooms because "Forty-percent of
the department's students are night
students• and that many of the
adjunct faculty are teachers who
have jobs in the day and can only
teach at night
Chairman of the Communication Sciences and Educational Services Department, Albert Mazurk-

iewicz had this to say on the conversion of classroom space for other
purposes, "A lot of people see the
conversion of classroom space to
labs or offices as a takeover by the
administration; however, this space
has been used to expand and
improve academic programs."
Exacerbating the classroom
availability problem was the decision by the college two years ago
to institute a second college hour
at 3:05 on Wednesday afternoon,
meaning that no classes could be
scheduled at this time in any of the
academic buildings.
In an interview, Patrick lppo1ito, Vice President of Student
Services, said that without a second college hour, "the quality of
student life would have dropped.•
Ippolito went on to say, "We
are a college that teaches that getting
involved is important, and if it isn't
provided for (the second college
hour), it is an empty promise." He
also said that, prior to its abroagation, ''The college has always had
two college hours!
Dr. Robert Cirasa of the Writing and Math Laboratory, told the
lndependentthat"much underuti 1ized space existed mentioning such
locations as the offices on the third
floor of the Nancy Thompson Library, the College Center, and the
Student Activities Buildings as
potential sites for offices for the

Learning Ass1s!ance Program.
The relocation to the latter two
buildings was considered by Cirasa
to be a "Viable Option" because
they _a re student~owned.
Cirasa mentioned the three
buildi~gs' central location ?nd said
that since st~~ent funds ~1~anced
twoofth:m, 1tcould leg1t1mately
be done.
Mucho~theschool'sclassroom
s_hortage hinges on the ~onstr~ct1on of the new academic building, scheduled for January of 1992;
which Charles Kimmett, Vice President of Administration and Finance,
said should take about two years.
The building has a projected cost
of $5.6 million.
One student leader, Tom Green,
complained about what he considered lengthy delay in the school's
drawing of a revised master plan
for the campus. The master plan is
a map of the campus which highlights the locations of water and
cable lines.
Green, an a\temate Student

Trustee, said the administration
had told student leaders that the
master plan could only be drawn
up once a replacement for Armand Brilliante, former Head of
Mainteance was found.
"Things like the balance on the
College Center account and the
master plan, they (the administration) are not overtly telling us.
Well ifthemasterplan isso important, than why isn't it getting done?
People knew that Brilliante was
going to retire last year,• Green
said.
Expressing his disapproval of
what he considered to be the
administration's "methodical"
approach to student-related issues,
Green said, referring specifically
to the campus - wide clean-up for
President Elsa Gomez's inauguration, "When it comes to getting
thingsdonefortheadministration,
boom, its done.•
Charles Kimmet informed the
lndependentthatasoftheOctober
24th meeting of the Building, Fi, nance, and Audit Committee, there
' will be an architectural planning
firm, working along with a committee of students, faculty, and
administratoros, helping to prepare the facilities Master Plan.
"We have an existing master
plan, so there's a starting point,•
Kimmett said, who will also oversee additions to the Technology
and College Center buildings and

a renovation of Bruce Hall, prior
to the construction of a new academic building.
On the subject of the master
plan, Kimmett personally took the
blame and said "It should have
been con:,plete'd sooner, and,
frankly, I didn't get to it sooner. It
is now proceeding as expected.•
The architectural planning firm
and the committee should have a
revised master plan by January,
according to Kimmett
·
Kimmett also said that he is
overseeing the completion of the
master plan, and that a new head
of maintenance is not needed for
its completion.
With regards to Green's accusation of Kimmett's not giving the
balance on the student-owned
account for the College Center
Kimmett stated that he gave it to
Tri-Council member, Frank Durkin
at the councils last meeting.
According to Kirrmett as _of }une
30,

,990,

~e

ba\anc:e

..., • .,

$1,303,680. Kimmett also ascerted
that •No one is treated differently
from anyone else,• referring to Mr.
Green's view on the administration's priorities.
"We try to be fair and equitable,• Kimmet added.
One student, Carlos Viana, was
interviewed as he was coming from
his Saturday morning macroeconomics class, which he has forced
to take because of the lack of avail,able sections during the week.
"I don't like itatall,"Viana said.
"Throughout my entire education,
I have never had to go to school on
Saturdays. I'm just disgusted.'
Viana stated how on Saturdays,
he would usually go to his job
from eight in the morning to 4:30
p.m.; however, because of his class,
he is forced to work a different
shift.
Emma Williams, a student who
prefers to take Saturday classes,
had this to say, "I think the curriculum needs to be updated. I'm proud
that we now have this course
(Macr~conomics) on Saturdays;
however, they should introduce
more worthwhile courses into the
curriculum on Saturdays.•
Another student who was diconcerted with her having to take
a Saturday class was Jacquelyn
Moriey, who said, •t think for part
time students, they should have
more night classes, especially
upper-level classes.•

Response Time Questioned
(Continued from Page 1)

because of the presence of a professional security company, Light
Bulb Security, hired by B.S.U. to
handle the club atmosphere. ·
According to Beale, the trouble
began inside when technical difficulties forced the opening band to
stop performing.
''The crowd outside was already
rowdy, so the male members of
B.S.U. and Light Bulb Security had

to clear cafeteria and the outside
hall without the help of Campus
Police," Beale said.
The first meeting to define what
happened, took place the Tuesday
following the melee, where B.S.U.
was given the opportunity to speak
with administrators.
At Friday's meeting, Murray
attempted several times to move
the discussion away from accusing one side, or the other and

instead tried to use the time as a
stepping stone for future discussions on how to prevent it from
occurring again.
"We must try to find some way
to improve our current policy and
use these discussions as an interim
step to accomplishing that," Murray said.
Assistant News Editor, Steve
Marlowe, contributed to this article.
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Troubling Trends Require Vigorous Resistance
In Louisiana a former Ku Klux
Klan leader, David Duke, running
for the U.S. Senate, got 44 percent
of the total vote and near 60 percent of the white vote. He carried
25 of64 parishes, including Jefferson parish, one of the wealthiest
and best-educated. The description "former leader" can be deceptive. Duke led a white power march
, in 1987. He sold neo-Nazi literature from his state legislative office
in 1989. He now uses code words,
but he still espouses Nazi-like
theories. Clearly he is a blatant
white supremacist. No doubt some
of his vote can be attributed to
voter discontent with incumbents.
But that does not change the very
disturbing truth, of which this election result is only one example,
that there is a rising tide of acceptance of racial bigotry and hatred
in our country.
The United States is entering a
period of bad times economically.
That is the climate that breeds
demagogues and movements that
offer simple solutions of a facist
character, with support and heavy
financial backing by powerful financial and economic interests. In
the depression days of the '30sand
40s it was Texas oil interests, among
others, that fostered such a trend.
Also disturbing, and more closely
related to our campus, is the Dartmouth story. For the past ten years
an off-campus newspaper called
the Darthmouth Review has drawn
national attention with continuous, unrelieved attacks and insults
of African-Americans, Jews,
women, homosexuals and Native
Americans. Its latest example of

tion from Hitler's Mein Kampf which
poses extermination of Jews as "the
Lord's work." The Review explained
this as an act of "Sabotage.• Its
record is a total refutation.
In 1980 the Review sponsored
a champagne-and-lobster brunch
the day of the Oxfam fast to highlightthe problem of world hunger.
In 1986, on Martin Luther King, Jr.
birthday, 10 members of the Review Staff smashed with sledgehammers the shanties put up on
the college green to protest aparthied.
In 1982 the Review printed a
column in so-called "Black English," the obvious intent to imply
that black students are illiterate. In
1988, on the 50th anniversary of
Kristallnacht, the Review ran a
cartoon of Dartmouth's president,
James 0. Freedman in a Nazi
uniform and a Hitler moustache.
One week earlier there was an
article with the title "Ein Reich, Ein
Volk, Ein Freedman" mimicking
the Nazi slogan. In July 1989, the
Review called "equally tragic" the
deaths of 1400 Muslim pilgrims in
Meca and 7,000 penguins in Australia, and in the next edition "a
heartfelt apology" to "all the penguins of the world."
On October 2, the third member of the Review staff to resign
was its president, who charged the
paper with fostering "an intolerance of diversity." On October 4,
more than 2500 students, half the
student body, held a rally on the
campus. The president of the student government told them, "Our
decade long silence is over. We
have come together at last to tell

'o\gmry was th\s 'l om Kippur when

the world that The Review does

it published in its credo a quota-

not represent Dartmouth."

A Year Of Octobers
By Rick Donovan
One of nature's enduring traits
is that she is a stickler for regularity. A clock that never misses a
watchful tick. The sun rises and it
sets. Never forgetful. Tides roll in,
then tides roll out Seasons change.
Right on cue, as if to legitimize
some divine calendar maker, the
months march off under a chorus
line of winter, spring, summer and
fall. The stage show doesn't vary,
and th is is the part that bugs me.
What I'd like to see is a full year of
Octobers.
October is intoxicating. The
oppressive heat of summer has
given way to an invigorating chill.
Stagnant air is replaced by cool,
able-bodied breezes which make
the art of breathing fun again. "Pep"
is the buzz word in October. It's a
time for jaunty steps over the decayed and crackling leaves. Life
comes back to life.
And autumn hasawayofrekindling an appetite. The harvest is in,
bearing a cornupcopia of delights.
Food just tastes better. Its aroma
carries hearty in the brisk vapors of
the season. Man's labor has come
to fruitation, and the bounty is
here for the taking.
Foliage once more takes center
stage. When do you ever hear this
word except for in October? My
sweet October. People trek hundreds of miles just to gawk at the
carpet-like mosaic of breathtaking
luster. Red mixes with orange mixes
with gold. The trees sing a dazzling swan song. If only the leaves
could stave off their ultimate demise
and remain cast in a perpetual
gloss of autumnal beauty. If only I
could have a year of Octobers.
Spring wins a lot of votes as the
favorite season for romance. I beg
to differ. Love thrives in a cool

climate. It all comes down to offering each other a comforting
warmth from the chill. Clothes take
on an importance in October, as
does the act of cuddling. Look at
the girl with the ruddy face, her
nose an adorable sniffle, her stylish fall jacket and her cold hands
that need holding. Darkness descends faster each day, while
women offer promise of a sheltering light. And through it all is the
glorious scent of the female neck,
and the kisses which mute the
snap and crackle of leaves underfoot.
Any further evidence to bolster
October's stock would have to
include football. Dear football. A
godsend of three hours thrill each
Sunday. This vicarious theater of
mayhem and pain satisfies some
innate desire inside of men. A
football game is a healthy release
of hostilities; good clean fun. And
all of this fun washing over a
weekend in October - sweaters,
apples, the energy of golden lighttells me that at least for the moment, all is right with the world.
Still, if nature did cooperate
and gave me a year of Octobers,
would this sour my lust? Too much
of a good thing?
They way it's set up now, my
love affair with the month is an
annual thirty-one day tryst. Having October around forever might
be tantamount to, well, marriage.
An eternal bonding, never allowed
to catch a glimpse of that vamp
called summer, or coquetish spring
or the brooding seduction of winter. I suppose we need variety in
life. The newness of things. But
when my darling October winds
down to an end, I'll sadly tear the
calendar page from the wall, seal
it with a kiss, and impatiently await
her next arrival.

The Dartmouth Review afforded
a staff of 24. It is distributed free.
The finances for this journal come
from conservative sponsors who
have poured in more than $800,000
in the last three years alone, according to its tax returns. The John
M. Olin Foundation, which supports many conservative causes,
gave $295,000 over ten years.
The fact that the currenteditorin-chief is black has been advanced
in defense of The Review. How
any proud African-American can
tolerate the racist line of this paper
is a mystery to me. A clue may lie
in the fact that wealthy and influential backers reward Review editors with attractive jobs in politics,

journalism and business. The black
editor has worked three summers
for The Wall Street Journal.
National support for The Review is supplied by such wellknown conservative ideologues as
Patrick Buchanan, George Gilder
and William F. Buckley, Jr. The
masthead of The Review gives
special thanks to the latter. Buckley's column in the Newark StarLedger of October 9 carried the
heading lrfhe Liberal Inquisition at
Dartmouth."
At Yale in New Haven, a group
of graduate students are organizing two one-day moritoriums on
classes. The first, at the Law School,
was scheduled for last week, and

is directed against graffiti and hate
mail containing racial slurs and
attacks on blacks, Jews and AsianAmericans.
There have not been any sharp,
overt incidents or dher recent public
evidence of serious racial strains
at Kean College, to my Knowledge. The diversity of our student
body is in itself a potent insulator.
But we are not at all exempt from
the problems which have emerged
on so many college campuses. The
formation, and the allocation of
resources and staff, to the new
Human Relations Center is a most
welcome development. We wish
it success, and pledge our total
support

1990 Homecoming- "A Grand Success"
The best ever is what we're
calling Homecoming '90 - great

weather and lots of participants at
four days of events!
Saturday's activities drew over
1,000 students, alumni, staff and
friends on both campuses from
morning through evening
The winners of the- Alumrri
Association's "Great American
Picnic" were: $100 - First Place -

Omega Sigma Psi; $75 - Second
Place - Lambda Chi Rho; $50 Third Place - Nu Theta Chi; Honorable Mentions: Nu Delta Pi and
Sigma Theta Chi.
The winner of the $50 prize for
the student group with the most
alumni signed-in was Sigma Beta
Tau.
Thanks to everyone who participated and made Homecoming
weekend a grand success. Special

thanks to those behind the scenes
for their help: Food Services, Theatre staff and crew, Maintenance,
Campus Pol ice, the LAX team, our
team of dedicated volunteers, and,
of course, the Alumni Executive
Board and Homecoming Committee who give tirelessly of their ti me
and talents.

Caroline M. Jolly
Director of Alumni Affairs.

''WHERE GAN YOU GET

El
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REIM R El1E
"Working part-time at UPS! Their tuition reimbursement plan pays most
of my tuition every semester. And , as if
that werenl enough, I can borrow up to
$25,000 per year for college.
"Did I mention my salary? How's
almost $10,000 a year for working about
4 hours a day, 5 days a week in
Operations!
''You need money for school? UPS
has got it. You need money for you? Ditto.
There isn't another company anywhere
that pays more now or invests more in your
future. But that's how UPS does th ings."
Openings exist at UPS Edison and
Kenilworth. For further information
please call 201-417-3460. We are an
equal opportunity employer.

WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.
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Editorial
This week is Alcohol Awareness Week
here at Kean College. I hope all of you have
been able to set some time to partake in
· some, if not all, of the activities.
It is important to know about this potentially dangerous substance. It seems that
now everytime you go to a party you see
either beer or liquor or both . That is, unless
you're attending a younger brother's or sister's birthday party. (pass the ice cream,
yum!)
Seriously, when you drink, do it wisely. It
only makes common sense to have designated drivers ~t the party. If you don't, and
after you I ve had your fi 11 you get behind the
wheel, you're not the only one whose life is
forfeit. Many accident~ involving drunk
drivers result in innocent deaths, those people
being guilty of being in the wrong place at
the wrong time.
Those of you who've driven drunk and got
home in one piece shouldn't disillusion
yourselves with that 11 achievement. 11 You
might not be so lucky next time, why chance

it?
It's an established fact that alcohol clouds
your judgement. Bear that in mind and plan
ahead the next time you go out to party. Try
to watch just how much you drink. There
have been incidents in the past when people
kept on 'chuggin' to a point where they kill
al I their brain cells.
If you don 1t, have someone with you to
make sure you don 1t overdo it. Bars can
usually supply you with at least one person,
the bartender.
I'm nottryingto abolish alcohol. The U.S.
government tried that in the 1920 1s, but it
was a short-lived ban. What I am asking is
that you take things into their proper perspective. Drink wisely. Remember: the one
who had 11 one too many" then, may not get
to party every again.
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Letters
An Embarassing Issue
To the Independent:
The Kean College football field
is a disaster. If it didn't have two
goal posts I'd swear it was some
sort of abandoned ammunitiion
dumpPage 5 left behind by the
Army. Everyday, for the past 4
years, I've driven by hoping to see
some improvement - some sort of
refurbishing. But alas, those warped
woodenbleacherscontinuetosag,
and those decrepit handrails continue to rust. In addition, two bent
goal posts, a pockmarked field,
and a rickety fence that couldn't
hold back an angry mob of renegade girl scouts blend together to
give me feelings of nausea.
Are we not judged on our appearance? Examine either the
Montclair or Trenton State football
fields and make a comparison. They
both have modern grandstands,
rest rooms in reasonable proxim-

ity, running tracks, concession statewide exposure while again
stands, and lights for night games. increasing revenue.
Even high school football fields
Let's face it: college students
share these modern conveniences. are extremely impressionable. No
Apparently, for Kean, these neces- one wants to attend a sporting
sities are superfluous. After all, event in a venue that looks better
who needs a new football field suited for a hel icopter landings
when there are so many dollars then it does for college football
being spent to improve the school's games. A new footbal I field, comlibrary?
plete with modern grandstands,
Having a new football field · lighting, and rest rooms would
would produce a myriad of bene- enhance school pride and generfits. For example, a better appear- ate greater revenues. And these
ance would generate revenues in revenues could fund a better school
the form of larger public interest. library- which is another story in
Fans in neighboring localities would itself. State college football fields
(requentmorefootball games, thus should share some degree of parcreating more income. A new ity. If the Montclair and Trenton
football field would also bring in Statefieldsare proud compliments
more talented players from the tri- to their campuses, then why isn't
state area who would pay out-of- ours?
state tuition. Finally, high school
Trying to save us from further
state football championships could embarrassment, G
G
k
eorge erme
be held here. This would generate

Wake Up!!!
This article is taken from the
November 5, 1986 edition of The
Challenger, a Buffalo, N.Y. newspaper. It consists of excerpts from
a speech made by former South
African President P.W. Botha to
his cabinet. The speech in it's
entirety appeared in the August
18, 1986 edition of the Sunday
Times, a South African newspaper
and was written by David C. Mills.
I am submitting this article as a
concerned student who would like
to see the Brother's & Sisters of
Kean College, and people all over
the world to wake up and realize

tralia- all and others are behind us
in spite of what they say.To prove
my point comrades, does anyone
of you know a white country without an investment of our economy
is backed by AMERICA, Britian,
Germany, and I have on my list of
number of Black countries - no
kidding! So brothers and sisters,
let us join hands together to fight
againstthe Black devil. Give them
guns and they will kill each other.
They are good in nothing else but
making noise, dancing, marrying
many wives, and indulging in sex!
The foot supply channel should

that rrhe Struggle" continues yes-

be used. We have developed ex-

terday, today, and everyday until

cellent slow-killing poisons and

For the time being we should
engage a higher gear to make sure
that Black men are separated from
their women and fines be imposed
upon married wives who bear ii legitimate children. I have a committee working on finding better
methods of inciting Blacks against
each other and encouraging murders among themselves. Murder
cases among Blacks should bear
very little punishment in order to
encourage them. My scientists have
come up with a drug that could be
smuggled into their brews to effect
slow poisoning results and fertility
destruction. Wcxking throullh drinks
and manufacturing of salt drinks
geared to the Blacks could promote the channels of reducing their
population.•
Distributed for your information courtesy of:

we come together and do some-

fertility destroyers. There is a need

thing about it
Excerpts from speech:

called civilized worlds are not

for us to combat him in long term
projectionsthatbecannotsuspect
My special dept. is already working around the clock to come out
with a long term operation blueprint

doing. We are simply an honest
people who have come aloud with
a clear philosophy of how we want
to live our own white life. We do
not pretent like other whites that
we like Blacks. ThefactthatBlacks
look like human beings and act
like human beings do not necessarily make them sensible human

· ·writers ·must ·sign' letters and provide a full ·name and a daydme ·
phone number. Letters must be typed and double-spaced for publication. Names cannot be withheld unless the writer demonstrates sufficient reason to do so. The Independent reserves the right to edit for
length. Letters should be timely arid of general interest. Only original
letters addressed to the Independent will be considered. The opinions
expressed by letters printed do not necessarily reflect the opinions ofthe
ed itors.

"I am simply trying to prove to
you all that there is nothing unusual we are doing that the so-

Jemal J. Beale
Concerned Student

beings.
If God wanted us to be equal to
the Blacks, he would have created
us all of a uniform color and intellect, but he created us differently.
Rulers and the ruled. Intellectually, we are superior to the Blacks.
Nevertheless, it is comforting
to know that behind the scenes,
Europe, AMERICA, Canada, Aus-

''Where Does The$ Go?"
To the Editor:
Is there an acceptable answer
to the quest ion; where does the
money for student parking go?
Perhaps, the parking sticker revenues go to pay for the Kean Campus Pol ice salary (for patroli ng our
parking lots looking for violators).
We as students pay enough
student fees to enable us to park
free. Every student can prove this
by looking at their registratio n
statement. For clarity, this is a listing of my Fall 1990 Registration
Charges:
Tuition Fee $54.25; Student
Activity Fee3.25; General Service
Fee 3.00; Student Life/Recreation
Fee 2.25; Student Center Fee 4.00
If the college or police want
cars to have stickers because of
security reasons, then each student should receive a parking sticker
free of charge.

Sincerely yours,
Kathy Krall
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OPINIONS
"Do People
"Let's Clean Up"
Truly Care ?"
I am writing because I am very
concerned about the environment
and I believe that there are several
facts that everyone should be aware
of so that we can help to make our
environment better. I will focus
1specifically on solid waste disposal
and recycling.
The costs of Solid Waste Disposal have increased 15 times over
the past eight years. In 1982 the
cost of disposing of one ton of
solid waste was $10, today the
cost of disposing of one ton of
solid waste is $150 (in Northern
New Jersey). These costs for sol id
waste disposal are not stabilizing,
in fact they are continually increasing. As I hope many people
are aware, Northern New Jersey
tra.nsports its solid waste out of the
state to landfills in other states.
New Jersey is known nationwide
for its overflowing toxic landfills.
Recently, the United States
Senate passed an amendment to
an appropiations bill which would
make it illegal for a state like New
Jersey to transport its solid waste
to other states for disposal. Assumingthatth is provision passes in the
House of Representatives version
of the appropriations bill, New
Jersey wi II be out of luck and forced
to do something drastic and sudden to solve our unfortunate solid
waste disposal situation. New Jersey would be forced to answer
questions such as; where can we
dump our solid waste if we can't

where to put our waste, and garbage piled up on every curb, becausetheirwill be nowhere else to
leave it. The answer that we do
have is to recycle. In 1987 the
New Jersey Legislature passed a
mandatory recycling law. That is
the first step. However, there are
many products which are not being
recycled in many places (i.e. Polystyrene). Polystyrene or styrofoam
products are not biodegradable but ·
they are recyclable. However the
cost of recycling these types of
products is horrendous. Several
politicians, in an attempt to make
a market for the recycling of products such as glass and aluminum,
have introduced 'bottle bills" which
would require a few cents deposit
on those items, the deposit would
be redeemable upon returning the
used bottle or can. Many states
have similar bottle bills, but many
manufacturers such as Coca-Cola
have spent many millions of dollars to block such legislation. It
certainly would help if those same
companies would spend that money
on helping the environment rather
than opposing measures intended
to help.
The point that I am trying to
make is that everyone needs to
take responsible action to help with
our environmental dilemmas, not
only the public sector, but also the
private sector) . Businesses and
corporations, private citizens and ·
all levels of government need to
work together. WE CANNOT

the college administration to make
sure that recycling bins for aluminum and glass are placed in EVERY building on campus (THERE
ARE NONE IN THE COLLEGE
CENTER, OR IN DOWNS HALL)
and that every office has a bin
reasonably accessable where to
place the white paper which the
college is supposed to recycle
(AGAIN, THERE ARE NO SUCH
BINS IN THE COLLEGE CENTER)!
We also can urge the food service
to keep their promise of discontinuing use of polystyrene. We can
push for recycling to occur w ithin
the food services (in the Cafeteria,
the Pub, Downs and by the Little
Store). The reasoning for this is
that if the food services sells products which are packaged in recyclable material, such as beverages
in glass bottles and cans, and paper
products, then those materials
should be· recycled. Also campus
organizations which place flyers
and poster around the campus,
should be required to take them
down -we don't want our campus
looking like a garbage can)
The the me for the "Earth Day
1990" was "Who says you can't
change the world?, well, we can
change the world, and we can
begin with our world around us;
·>ur homes, workplace and school.
I know I have said somethings that
somepeoplewouldthinkextreme,
but what is extreme or wrong with
wanting clean air to breathe, clean
water to drink and bathe in, and

dump it in the ocean, in other

CONTINUE TO

Dear Editor,

POINT OUR

states and we don't even ·have

safe and unpolluted land on which

FINGERS AT EVERYONE EL.SE AND

landfill space here in New Jersey.

NOT

Fortunately, today we CAN
transport our waste to another state,
but we may not be able to tomorrow. Since we have the opportunity we need TODAY to come up
with real solutions and answers to
our solid waste disposal situation,
we MUST ACT NOW to find these
solutions. If we do notthen we will
be in a "garbage crisis" with no-

SELVES!ll We need to make sure
that we personally pick up after
ourselves, that we don't litter, and
that we separate our garbage (at
home, work and at Kean college-that's what the green bins in the
buildings here at the college are
for)), and for those of us who are so
obsessed with bettering our environment, we need to keep urging

to plant our food, and build our
homes? I do not want a safe environment only for my own benefit,
I want it for my neighbors, my
family, friends, enemies, and all of
the unborn babies who should not
be born only to be faced with a
problem which has been getting
worse and worse.

DO

ANYTHING

OUR-

The Crook Of Kean College
Dear Editor,
A large scale coincidence has
occurred for most Kean College
seniors; they . all seem to have
misplaced sixteen hundred dollars
over the past four yea rs. In searching for the reason, I soon came to
realize it was due to over priced
books sold to students by Barnes
and Noble, Kean College bookstores. The average student will
spend almost forty dollars a book
and take five classes per semester.
The students have no choice but to
buy the required over priced new
books. Even is they choose to buy
used books, there is no great amount
of money saved. Because of Barnes and Noble's monopoly, they
receive ah igh profit margin with a
low rate on buy backs.
If this is not enough of an injustice, they make you wait in long
lines. Th is is because there are not
enough employees to attend to all
the cash registers. The fact that
Kean College students have to wait
on these lines to buy these over
priced books is insulting.
Also, there is no cooperation
from Kean College staff. They issue a certain text for the class, they
they may not even use it du ring the
semester. They shou Id use the text
or save me the hard earned money
I spend on that book and do not
issue it.
I recommend that the Kean
College student body strike back
at the book store. We as students

have a large part in what goes on at
th is campus. First, we should openly
spread out against the Barnes and
Noble Company. We should stop
selling our books back to these
people and post signs and sell them
to each other instead. By doing
this we save money and make
some of it back, a true buy back.
And if the staff cooperated by not
issuingunnecessarybooks,wecan
save even more. We as students
already pay a lot for our education, therefore inappropriate costs
should not exist.

Michael Gibbons

International Student
Association Agenda
Fall 1990
October: 21 -26 - International Week; Breakdown: 21 Opening Dinner w/Quad Alliance & Alumni, 22 - Human
Relations Seminar w/Human
Relations Committee; 23 - Cultural Fair w/Global Studies &
Quad All iance; 24 - Picnic w/
Quad Alliance; 25 - College
Jam - I.S.A.; 26 - Luncheo n
12:00- 7:30 pm; November 21
- Thanksgiving Dinnerw/Archway Pregnancy Center 6:00 10:00 pm; Decembe r 2 - I.S.A.
International Fashion Show, 8:00
- 10:00 II & 111; 12 - Annual
Christmas Dinner 5:00 - 10:00
111; 13 - Seasonal Jam Session
w/Quad Alliance.

Let's Clean Up,
Karen Snedeker

Dear Editor,
The national environmental
movement is hot. I'm standing
outside with some friends. They're
all orating about pollution, blaming it on big business, chemical
companies and the government.
Aftertheywalkaway, 1lookatthe
ground where they were standing.
Cans, c;igarette butts and munchie
wrappers litter the ground. Do these
people truly care? Sure, they must.
The all sign petitions, recycle,
boycott and go to rallies.
So, what's the problem?
Pollution, whether itbe chemical dumping or cigarette flicking is
only a symptom. Many Americans
have been dupped into believing
that the causes of pollution are due
to large companies and factories
who'd do anything to save a buck.
However, this is only partially true.
Americans are fighting the bu !lets
but ignoring the person holding
the gun.
How many of us have ever left
a Mc Donalds bag on a park bench
or used a beach as an ashtray?
People hold the guns, and we're
only aiming them at our own skulls.
The lack of respect which causes a
person to throw a can on the ground
is no different than the lack of
respect which causes a company
owner to illegally dump toxic waste.
The damage may be on a different
scale, but the cause is the same.
Fighting for new laws is great, but
laws can not teach respect, only
showing respect can.
We all hold the guns, we all
have to help each other put them
down.

War On Crime
Dear Editor,
Iwas watching a news program
and I found out that a boy was
arrested for killing a person. I know
that sounds weird, but the boy was
protecting his mother who was
robbed. This incidentoccured in a
New York Subway Station. The
mother called 911 and nobody
responded. They even tried yelling
for help, but nobody came to their
aid. The boy tried to hold the mugger
until the police came, but had to
defend himself and wound up killing him in self-defense and wound
up going to jail.
It goes to show you how the
justice system is failing. I don't
believe in vigilantism, but I feel a
person has a right to defend himself and his loved ones. Where
were the .police and why didn't
they respond? Why didn't anybody help these people? Doesn't
anyone care anymore?
If people keep up this apathetic
attitude, we will never win this so
called -War On Crime".
Here's an idea to help win this
war; How about revising the laws
to protect the innocent citizens?
There should also be more unde rcover police on duty so the criminal will be caught on sight.
What's happening to our society? It's time people started contributing to soceity. The police can't
do it alone. The courts protect the
criminals, and the politicians certainly won't do anything but talk.
If we don't join together we will
crumble, showing what greedy,
selfish, S.O.B.'s we really arel
Dominic Grandinetti

Woodbridge, NI

·
Sincerely,
- Maria Montaperto

Student Office Space
Applications are now available for
offie space for recognized College
Student Groups at the East Campus.
Applications and additional information is available in 101 East Campus.

College Center Vendors
Oct 22-26
Mon. Oct 22 - Jewelry, Posters, American
Express , Candy Grams
Tues. Oct 23 - Toys, Clothes, Art Display,
Leather, Jewelry, Candy
Gram, Peace Fair
Wed. Oct 24 - Jewelry, Guatamalen Items,
Candy Grams, Eating
Disorders Info, Budget
Crisis Info
Thurs. Oct. 25 - Jewelry, Cassette Tapes,
Tie Dyed Clothing,
Eating Disorders Info,
Candy Grams
Fri. Oct 26 Eating Disorders Info

Know
The F.A.C.S.
Filipino-American
Culture Society

Bruce 109
1 :40 Tues.
Join The
Commuter Club
The Meeting Dates
Are:
10/30, 11 /13,
11/27, 12/11
When:
Tuesdays
1:40 College Hour
Where:
Freshman Center
Room L107

Education Majors:
Council For
Exceptional Children (CEC)
General Meetings
Wednesdays at
3:05 PM
In College Center Rm 122
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CULTURAL EVENTS
Kean's Cultures
Abound

Studeflts dance the night away at the Moon Festival.

Great Time Was Had By All At Chinese Moon Festival
By Donna Williams-Santiago
Last Thursday night's Moon
Festival which was sponsored by
the Chinese Culture Club of Kean
College could definitely be considered a raging success. Many
people, both Chinese as well as
cihers who are not d Chinese decent
turned outto join in this traditional
celebration and enjoy an evening
of dancing, talking and Oriental
delights. It provided a great opportunity for the people who migrated
to the United States from China to
display and engage in a Chinese
custom that has been passed down
for many, many years in China.
On the other hand, it allowed those
who are not familiar with this
custom, the non-native of China,
to experience this custom first hand;
To participate in an interesting
aspect of the Chinese culture. The
Moon Festival presented the chance

must be present al a Chinese Moon
Festival is Moon Cake. Those who
have never tried this or any other
Oriental specialties don't know
what they are missing. It takes
some time to get used to a new
flavor on your tongue but it doesn't
take long to become familiar with

lMira!
,lMira!
The sensual, provacative and
sophisticated dance company
BALLET HISPANICO will be performing here at Kean College on
tonight, at 8 pm in the Wilkins
Theatre.

Ballet Hispanico was born at a
to interact and learn about th is one time when minority children had
significant and important event few opportunities for careers in
found in the Chinese society, a dance. Having performed extensociety that views the world quite sively at home and abroad, founder
differently than other societies such Tina Ramirez returned to New York,
as the American way of life.
. the city of her childhood, to fulfill,
The DJ that was hired to play a promise to take over her retiring
the music at this function and did Spanish dance teacher's studio.
an excellent job. He enlightened Inspired by the skill of her pupils
the patrons with a wide selection and their eagerness to perform
of song - old tunes, new tunes, professionally, she established what
slow tunes, fast tunes - and appar- is today the nations leading Hisently tried to allot time for everyo- panic dance company.
nes' requests.
Since its founding, Ballet HispanPunch and soda was Set'Ved along ico's acclaimed 12-member troupe
with a wide variety of Chinese and has performed for over one milAmerican snacks. The most im- lion people on three continents.
portant Chinese snack that truly Such naed choreographers as Talley

BSU Love Week

RAP
Session Hotep!
Oct. 19, 1990
RM CC-142
3:05 P.M.
Topic: Male/Female Relationships

Come Voice Your Opinion!

these pleasant tasting treats.
The Chinese Culture Club extended an open hand to the college community to participate in
one d their important cultural e-.<ents
and in return the college community accepted their invitation and
a good time was had by all.
Beatty, Graciela Daniele and Vincente Nebrada have created over
40 new works expressly for its
varied and innovative repertory
which blends ballet, modern and
ethn ic dance into a spirited image
of contemporary Hispanic Culture.
Tickets are now available at the
Box Office (527-2317), Student
Tickets are $3.00.

By Danny Rodgers
Get ready to be on the move
because Kean is headed towards
on of its best years yet in offering a
wi de range of cultural events from
places wh ich span the globe and
times reaching from the ve ry ancient to today.
Here is just the tip of the iceberg. This semeste r look for such
ancient events as the Old Testament holidays from 3500 years
ago which the Jewish Student Union
invites you to celebrate with them.
Or got to the land considered by
many scholars to be the birthplace
of mankind; Africa and share in
the rich array of West, Central and
Southern African cultures, not to
mention the ever magical culture
of Egypt - all available this year
right at Kean College. Needless to
say, don't forget to stop by the
Black Student Office in the College Center or the Africana Studies
office on the third floor of Hutchinson Hall to learn more, including details about this semester's
"Kwanza" (that's African Christmas, not an Australian airl ine)
celebration. There are several
groups on campus with Hispanic
emphasis as well as a over abundance of other cultural groups
including the ever growing and

popular Association of Indian Students and the young, but strong
Vietnamese Student Association.
Check in Stu dent Activities or Student O rganization for more informati on.
One of the best groups to give
you a truly Global appreciation is
the world famous (no exagge ration) International Stude nt Association. It is composed of students
whose native country is anywhere
on Earth (including the U.S.A.) and
the members meeting together,
planning parties, trips, social projects, and promoting cultural awareness without promoting any one
culture more than another is the
perfect model "Microcosm" or "little
world picture• of how the Earth
might become if the world continues to work in unity as it has
through the international crises
which plague us all. Every Kean
student should spend at least one
year as a member of the LS.A ..
In addition to all these clubs
and student run events through
them and the College Center Board
(CCB which plans and sponsors
major concerts and social events
on campus), the office of Student
Activities provides a wide forum
of cultural activities, from such
(Continued on Page 8)
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Activities Around The Garden State
G~urmet Gathering for Jewish
Young Single Professionals

E IN THE PERSIAN GUU
HROUGH \

NITED

·o

Can Kosher Cuisine be imaginative, light, Italian? Can the average person learn to prepare it? Yes,
say the Young Single Professionals
of the Jewish Federation of Central
N.J. as they announce a "Gourmet
Gathering" on Sunday, November
11, 1990 at Fellus Caterers, on
Route 1 in Edison. Beginning at
3:30 p.m., there will be an opportunity to learn about fine kosher

food and observe its preparation.
A Kosher Italian dinner will follow. Open to all Jewish Single
Professionals 22-39, the cost is
$20.00 per person. Paid reservations are required by November 5,
1990. For information or to receive an invitation, please call
Debra Greenberg, Community
Singles Coordinator at the Jewish
Federation Office 351-5060.

~

A DISCUSS-I )fj-~H~PIC
TUESDAY. OCT0BEJt.2 3,J·~!.!k.J. :30-3:00pm
IN THE COLLEG CE?fTE~i THEATRE

SPIAHRS

\

~~fa~~

man. National
· {JfJu. of 'Y/omen·s Voters
f Public Admini
~;,, at Kean College
h. Chairperson
uUve Committee, World
ation
lgan. National Steering Committee United Nations
tiOD, past President NJ U.N.A.
In Eelly. Chairperson Political Science Department at
an College

C

lli

AUDIEBCE PARTICIPATIOB

Ke~n Cultures Abound
(Continued from Page 7)

feature artists as a West African
drummer using authentic instruments to classical music to discount tickets to Broadway plays
and much much more. Under the
guidanceofDirectorTomO'Donnell and his staff, including Beverly Desh, the office of Student
Activities is constantly expanding
Kean's cultural horizon. Opportunities never cease at Kean. For
example, this semester you can
look forward to Kean students
performing in Shakespeare's Romeo
& Juliet followed by the annual
Elizabethan madrigal dinner, in
which the council for Part Time .
Students plays a major role.

How can you tap into all this
rich cultural resevoire? I'll give
youthefourkeystoagreattimein
college: 1) Read the Independent.
2) Check out some groups - the
Campus Awareness Festival would
havebeenareallyconvenienttime
to do so but it is never to late to
join, 3) Find a group you like, join
and commit yourself, then the fi nal key should come naturally 4)
Make friends with the people in
your group and in other groups,
build friendships based on mutual
interests, and I guarantee you won't
drop out and you will have one
awesome time at Cougarland - Kean
College.

Kean College Theatre Series
Presents:

ROMEO AND JULIET
By William Shakespeare

November 14-17 at 8:00 p.m.
and
November 18 at 3:00 p.m .
At Wilkins Theatre
Tickets: $8.00 - general public
$6.00 - faculty & alumni
$4.00 - students

For More Information
Call The Box Office at 527-2337
In next week's edition see why you
must attend this Shakepearan Masterpiece.
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C.C.B. Looks Ahead
ByPags

It looks like October is
-going to swing with thrills,
chills and excitement, Thanks
to the College Center Board.
In honor of the blood and
gore that is the staple of Halloween, the C.C.B. will be
showing a film in the Little
Theater called ''The Dead
Come Home.• It will be
shown on Oct. 30th with
times and ticket prices to be
announced. One thing is
certain, however this movie
will please anyone with a
lust for blood and a flair for
the bizarre.
The Pub should once
again be rocking as another
year ofC.C.B. Coffeehouses
take flight this month. Although nothing has yet been
confirmed, The Fundamentals, the progressive band
that took the Pub by storm
last May, will hopefully be
making their triumphant
return to Kean this month.
The C.C.B. is confident that
they will once again shake

the house with their special
brand of fun and music. Also,
some time in the near future, the C.C.B. plans to
arrange a Coffeehouse with
that special good time band,
The Pressures of Time, featuring the talents of drummer and Kean alumnist Brian
Clayton. They've left audiences all over the area
screaming for more and the
C.C.B. is sure that Kean will
be no different. However,
once again, nothing has been
confirmed.
Once event that has been
confirmed for October is the
arrival of Gelfert, Gordon
and Brady on October 23rd
in the Pub. This classic-styled
acoustic trio is sure to make
any audience laugh, cry or
sing out loud. Be sure to
mark th is on your calendars
because this is one night of
music you wi 11 not want to
miss.
So kick off your highheeled sneakers, kids, it's
party time - with the C.C.8.11!

Klein's Coming To Kean

Gary Conrad, Master Hypnotist, will be appearing at Kean College Little Theatre in College Center on
Nov. 1 at 7pm. Cost: Kean College ID $2.00 General Public $5.00

Union, N.J. - An award winning author of books for young
readers will speak Oct. 30 about
the Holocaust to high school and
college students at Kean College
of New Jersey.
Gerda Weissman Klein, will
address the high school students at
12:30 p.m. at Wilkins Theatre and
speak before undergraduate college students at 1:45 p.m. in Downs
Hall. Her appearances are spon-

Trash Don't Deconstruct: The Lives of Pussy Galore
By Rob O'Connor
be protected. Fact is, Pussy Galore
Spending thousands of words are the SINGLE GREATEST BAND
on a band who denounce all sorts IN THE WORLD AND THEY
of "deep-think" as ludicrous intel- DON 'T CARE. (How's that for a
lectual, ineffectual masturbation thesis statement?)
and who audience maybe a hundred
To give you an idea of what
in New Jersey (and a heaping two a~enu~of interestw~'re recklessly
to three hundred in NYC) probably careen mg down with Pussy Gadoesn't seem like the sort of thing lore, take a gander at the song
you'd spend your summer vaca- ., titles from their first two EPs, Feel
tion doing. In fact I'm willing to GoodAboutYourBodyandGroovy
wager BIG BUCKS (say, five to six Hate F--k: "Die Bitch," "Hardcore
dollars tops!) that you haven't lis- Rebellion," ''Teen Power Pussy,"
tened to Pussy Galore in this life- "You Look Like A Jew" and "Kill
time, and if you did (collect your Yourself."
five to six bucks, hole) I'm willing
Pretty impressive lot, eh?
to bet five or six bucks (gotta reOffensive? I've left off the ones
coup the loss) that you turned it with the four letter words. But
off, walked out of the room or told offensive? If you live under a rock.
thepersonplayingyouthe"music" ,This is rock 'n' roll. This is Elvis
that it wasn't music at all, but . ' Presley's pelvic thrust with his pants
noise, and that anyone who listens off. This is life in ascrumpit, where
to that noise is stupid, hateful and there are (to borrow from Charles
obviously such a closet art scum Bukowski) no jails with golden
that they probably think that "Piss bars. The sound is of car wrecks,
Christ" has intrinsic value.
tortured cats grizzling into the hot
Don't know what's happening, pavement, dying in pain. It's agdo you Jones?
ony turned into poetry.
I'm not going to tell you Pussy
Oh crud. I used the word poGalore is music and I'm not going etry. Please ignore any connotato tell you Andreas Serrl!no is Art. tion or outright reference to anyI don't care if any of it is anything. thing with artistic merit. This is
The whole, is it art, is it music, is it junk we're talking about; don't
valid, isn't anything more than a forget it
question poised by the governWhile an ambulance surely
ment to try and put its people into awaits at the end of a crash, with
little manila folders (hanging fold- Pussy Galore you wake up to the
ers, if you please) so very "subver- beauty (i.e. if a beast is beauty) of
sive" is gave and the status quo can Julia Cafritz, who used a sum of

money from a car crash to fund
Pussy Galore along with John
Spencer, who got a ton of bread
from a distant relative who chose
him cause it was figured he wasn't
as much of a jerk as the rest of the
family. Turns out Spencer is more
of a jerk than the rest of the family.
He leads the band.
First two Eps sell out of their
pressings and no more follow.
British label releases them with
the additional Pussy Gold 5000
(Buy Our Records) EP. Around this
time elitist rock critics take notice
and describe the sound as that of a
crumbling empire and a semiotic
jumbling of culture. (Spencer and
Cafritz dropped out of Browh
University, .the headquarters for
semiotics, which stands for half an
otic) I've been asked to explain
more perceptive rock critics (read
those under thirty or at least those
whose heads not clouded with
power of press) see Pussy Galore
as noise, but good, entertaining
noise.
The big moment hits. Pussy
Galore release Exile on Main Street,
their version of the Stones' 72
masterword, in a limited edition
550 cassettes. It sells out, gets
bootlegged, and I get an LP Copy.
Not better than Mick and his
relatives, but as intense, Spencer
and family RIP through "Rocks Off"
with the saviorfaireof a Jehovah's
Witness during recruitment sea-

son. The plow through it the way
you'd expect a barrel of fourthgraders to render say, "My Grandfather's Clock" in the fourth grade
play. It's so electrifying, you get
burned. ''Tumbling Dice• is better.
They can't figure out the riff so
they settle for half of it. (Wilson
Pickett once sang "99 and a 1/2
just won't do" with Pussy Galore
30 percent would be passing.) Pussy
Galore put Rock 101 on a scale
and the scale is low.
Pussy Galore continue in their
tradition, keep selling records to
tone deaf mutants like myself who
can't swallow the proper noise
etiquette of Heavy Metal or Skunk
Rock and are now reaching out to
the suburbs.
At least that's what I heard when
I surveyed their latest vinyl outing,
Historia De La Musica Rock Historia should be Top 40, good Top
40 at that With none of the flab of
David Bowie or the studied posturing of Iggy Pop (these days), the
Pusses land a big one with "Revolution Summer" where they emote
about fallen dreams, rekindled hope
and a car and girl for every boy
(wait that one's the Beach Boys,
forgive me. I have a fondness for
vegetables). I swear they're giving
Springsteen a run for his money
with this one. Who the hell cares if
you were born in the U.S.A.? The
only true American fascination is
where you gonna die. (If you don't

sored by the Kean Co\\ege Ho\o-

caust Resource Center.
Klein, a Holocaust survivor,
focuses on positive and uplifting
aspects of the human condition.
Her first book, "Al I But My Life," is
an autobiography in its 27th printing and considering one of the
most moving documents to come
out of World War II.
A subsequent work, "Promise
of a New Spring," is an allegory
accorriplishing the near-impossible
task of introducing children to the
history of the Holocuast in a nonfrightening way.
Other works include ''The Blue
Rose," which sheds light on the
world of the mentally retarded. It
has been translated into many
lanugages and has led to the estab1ishment of the "Blue Rose Foundation" which helps to mentally
retard of western New York.
Her most recent book is "Peregri nations.11 Illustrated byChabela,
an artist in Phoenix, it deals with a
bov's exoeriences in Mexico.
believe me check the tabloids, it
ain't birth they're talking about, or
any miracle of life, it's the grotesque). The Pusses answer with
"Drop Dead,• a song emoting (they
do a lot of this, it's akin to farting)
a rather angry sentiment but one
perfectly in sync with the feeling
you get when you study your paycheck and realize you are working
for free - at which point you declare yourself a needy charity and
the government doesn't bite. Tsk.
Tsk.
Yes the Pusses are coming to
your town via CD, LP Cassette.
Word has it this time they've broken up for real. It's a real shame.
They give garbage a· good name,
and I love em more everytime I
take out the trash. For it is trash we
were and trash we will become.
My mom tells me it's ashes, not
trash, and that I got it wrong. Huh,
oh well, it ain't the first time.
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Virtuosi De Camera
By Tracey Cooper

Students and chamber music
fans were treated to an enchanted
evening "at the symphony" this
past Friday night at Wilkins Theatre.
James Howe, conducts the
"Virtuosi de c;:amera" with sprezzatura.
The sold-out crowd enjoyed
concerto and water music composed by Handel, Mozart, Grieg,
and Schubert. Performed by musicians whose instruments appeared
to be extensions of their cmn bodies.
Yoon Young Choi, wearing a
beautiful beaded-chiffon evening
gown, gave a stellar performance
during her piano solo.
While listening to the magic
being created, one could not help
but feel transformed back to a ti me
of kings, queens, lords, and knights
-where concert halls v.rere the place
to be seen and chivalry was very
much alive.
Each composition more pleasing than the next.

Jane's Addiction:
A New Vice
By Aimee Eckert _

If you have not listened to the
Jane's Addiction new album, Ritual De Lo Habitual, then you are
missing out on a genuine musical
adventure. Jane's album has been
released with the usual controversial cover art depicting lead singer
and resident artist Perry Farrell,
embracing two nude paper-mache women. Jane's last album,
Nothings Shocking, featured two
nude likenesses of Farrell's girlfriend in a rocking chair with their
hair set on fire. It would seem that
these controversial album covers
are a media trick to draw attention
to the band, which, if true, is working
precise\y. Warner Bros. Records
decided to ship some of Ritual De

lo Habitual records in plain white .
packaging emblazoned with the
First Amendment.
Despite all the artistic hype Jane's
music itself has remained unique
and unaffected. The songs are fastpaced and deal with current topics
of concern such as racial relations.
"No Ones Leaving" ("My sister and
her boyfriend slept in the park. She
had to leave home cause he was
dark.") The album has a classic
punk influence yet the sound is so
new and crisp it cannot be specifically classified.
Jane's Addiction are not going
to "save rock and roll" as many
sources have quoted instead they
have created their own brand of it.
Soon we music listeners will see
the result of their creation by watching Jane's Addiction run-off bands
sprout up all over L.A. and N.Y.C.
Jane's Addiction is the "now" of
rock and roll and will surely be
recognized as such in the near
future.

AA Meeting
Every Tuesday
At 1 :40 p.m.
Call Human
Relations &
Counseling
Center for
location at
Extension
2082.

Suite F- with its plucky violin
solos - makes one think of a bubbl ing brook on a spring morning,
uplifting and sparkling one moment, then slow and cascading the
next.
The Concerto in B-flatseems as
if it were meant to be performed in
a great hall of a castle for his
majesty; knights prepare to joust
on the field of honor.
Purely medieval and melancholy, best describes the Last Spring,
Opus 84 ..
Their finale was the robust
Symphony No. 5 and it really
brought the house down. Not one
person could deny their enjoyment, for the applause was deafening. Every person left the concert hall feeling as if they experienced a little piece of history.
Except for the two gentlemen
sitting behind me during the event.
They spoke of everything from the
baseball play-off, Andrew Dice Clay
and MTV. Hope their grades are
not riding on this one report each
ICT student must write.

HERE'S WHY
THE SMART MONEY AT
KEAN COLLEGE
IS GOING WITH TIAA-CREF
AS IF THE FUTURE DEPENDED ON IT.

B

ecause it does. Smart investors
know that your future depends on
how well your retirement system
performs. TIAA-CREF has been the
premier retirement system for people
in education and research for over 70
years. We have enabled over 200,000
people like you to enjoy a comfortable
retirement. And over 1,000,000 more
are now planning for the future with

TIAA-CREF.

SMART MONEY LOOKS FOR SECURITY,
GROWTH AND DIVERSITY FOR
RETIREMENT SAVINGS.
Security-so the resources are there
when it is time to retire. Growth-so
you '11 have enough income for the
kind of retirement you want. And
diversity-to help protect you against
market volatility and to let you benefit
from several types of investments.

THAT'S EXACTLY WHAT YOU GET
WITH TIAA-CREF.

growth through dividends. CREF's
variable annuity offers opportunities
for growth through four different
investment accounts, each managed
with the long-term perspective essential to sound retirement planning:

The CREF Stock Account
The CREF Money Market Account
The CREF Bond Market Account
The CREF Social Choice Account

CALL 1-800-842-2776
10 FIND OUT MORE
Our experienced retirement counselors
will be happy to answer your questions
and tell you more about retirement
annuities from TIAA-CREF.

Experience. Performance. Strength.
Your future is protected by the largest
private retirement system in the world .
We have done so well, for so many, for
so long, that we currently manage
some $85 billion in assets.

TIAA offers you the safety of a
traditional annuity that guarantees
your principal plus a specified rate of
interest, and provides for additional

~

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it. sm

For more complete information, including charges and expenses, call I 800 842-2733, ext 5509 for a
prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money.
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Get Up Off Of Your Butt!

Safe
House

By Joyce Donohue

Isn't it the job of maintenace to
clean up the campus? The only
answer which I can give is, sort of.
The job of a maintenance person is
to help keep the campus grounds
clean. The effectiveness of their
job greatly depends on the students, the faculty, and the administration in cleaning up after themselves.
As many of you have heard,
H.O.P.E., the environmental group,
is organizing a Campus Clean-Up
on Sunday, October 21. The next
question is: Why shou Id I "waste"
my Sunday afternoon cleaning up
Kean College? My response is, that
you helped to make the mess so
help to clean it up. How many
times have you simply dropped
your trash behind your back because there was not a garbage can
in sight and you did not feel like

By Nicole DeJura

Everyday we make decisions
that will affect the environment.
The items we buy and foods we
eat can be causing damage to our
environment which will directly
cause damage to us. Pesticides,
Disinfectants and other chemicals
are convenient solutions to house
cleaning, but using these products
is dangerous to our families and
greatly contributes to the growing
problems of pollution in water
and landfills.
You don't have to buy that toxic
spray to disinfect your house. You
have alternative products to choose
from. You can buy an aerosol spray
that directly damages the ozone
and causes eye iritation, heart
conditions and lung problems in
humans. Or you can simply disinfect your house with a home made
mixture of Borax and hot water,
which is much cheaper and less
harmful. Which would you choose?
lnidividual responsibility is the
first step to reducing pollution in
the home. We can begin by learning more about the products we
buy in supermarkets and gathering information from the manufacturer and from variousenvironmental groups. With this information consumers can change old
shopping habits and make sound
decisions to buy environmentally
safe products. One way to make
people more aware of these environmentally safe products would
be to organize a group of environ- develop an almost innate feeling
. mentally aware shoppers. They to protect the earth. They will want
can help create more of a demand to stomp out ignorance and unfor safe products. They will also awareness which leads to the dehelp put pressure on companies struction of the planet. Begin now
who produce unsafe ones. to take pride in the seiection of
Everytime we purchase an unsafe your products. The kind of product
product we send a message to the you buy, directly symbolizes how
supplier to make more. Boycott you feel about the environment.
these hazardous products and break Realize that the problems of purthe cycle.
~hasing lie not only with the
Concerned shoppers should manufacturer but more so with the
increase their awareness every- individual shopper. With his awareday.
ness, consumers can learn to be
As each day passes they wi II environmentally safe shoppers.

H.O.P.E
Meeting
Oct. 24
3:05 in

The Grill Room
Located in
The College Center
Everyone
Is Welcome

H.O.P.E.
Sweeps Up
The Campus
Kean's Environment
Group Plans Camus
Clean Up, Oct. 21 Meeting in front of The College
Center at 11 :00 A.M.
If. your sick of seeing
garbage verywhere you
look please come and
help.
For more details please
attend our next meeting.
Or if unable drop off your
name at Student Activities Office ask for
H.O.P.E. Mailbox.
A Band will be playing
afterwards.

holding your mess until you made
it to the garbage can?
I am not condemning anyone. I
know that in the past I have done
the same thing; however, now I
end up picking up other people's
trash. I am sure you have seen the
soda cans lying throughout the
classrooms as you leave. Why? Is
this because the drinker could not
manage to bring the can to the
nearest recycling bin?
In case you need some additional incentives before you ''waste•
your Sunday, here are three. The
band CHECK MATE has kindly
agreed to play (for free) as our
entertainment. I do not know if
any of you are familiar with this
band, but they are excellent.
Number two and three: free food
and soda will be supplied by
H.O.P.E. Please come and ■waste"
your Sunday with usl

Traveling Trays
By Joyce Donohue

On Wednesday, October 10,
the Food Service introduced plastic trays to the cafeteria in the
CollegeCenter. This was in respones to requests by the students, the
faculty, and the administration for
the removal of styrofoam from the

bags (which may be reused) available for carry-out orders.
As one of the many people who
worked very hard for the removal
of styrofoam, I am embarrassed
because of the inconsiderateness
shown by customers of the cafeteria. The Food Service is attempting

Food Services.

to meet our needs and requests,

As of Friday, October 12, just

three days after the plastic trays
emerged, some of these trays were
missing. What some people may
not know is that there are paper

and we are reacting thanklessly to
their cooperation. It is requested
that the trays which have migrated
to various offices, classrooms, and
dorms be returned.

Requests From Earth
The following ideas for becoming an environmentally safe shopper should be implicated into each
individual's shopping habits. Some
ideas may not work for every househo Id but I urge you to give these
products a trial period to dispel
any doubts. Youwill _definitelyfind
that these products are much
cheaper than name brand products and may even be more convenient. But what I hope you realize is that you are practicing the
most healthy and important act
one person can do you will not
only be healing the earth but increasing the health of your family
as well.
Try to avoid products that will
produce toxins when they are incinerated or dumped in a landfill.
For example; styrofoam can be ·
replaced by paper plates that have
been recycled. Purchase washable
or reusable materials. Avoid disposable lighters, razors, paper
towels, dinnerwareordiapers. Use
cloth napkins, rechargable batteries and thermos jars. Instead of
using aerosol sprays that use ozone
damaging propellants, use pump
sprays. Soap, baking soda, washing soda, white vinegar and borax
are the most basic inexpensive
products you can clean you r house
w ith. For more information on safe
house ideas and environmental
consumer awareness write for the
EVERY CITIZENS ENVIRONMENTAL HANDBOOK, published
by; Clean Water Fund, 317 Pennsylvania Ave. SE Washington, D.C.
20003. The solutions are simple
but the choice is yours.

1. Recycle aluminum, glass,
paper and other products because
at the rate we're generating garbage, we will need 500 new
dumpsites every year.
2. When brushing your teeth,
turn off the water. Every minute
you waste 5 gallons of running

water.
3. Drink tea instead of coffee.
Pesticides that are banned from
the U.S. are sold to other countries
who use them to grow their coffee.
Th is toxic coffee is then sold to the
U.S. for American consumption.

Must
Present .
Kean
I.D.

20% OFF All Services With
Debbie-Heidi-Nelia

DRIIIIHCIIT~
Hair Designs For Men and Women

989 Stuyvesant Ave.• Union 964-1425
(Un ion Center) Open Tues. • Sat . • Wed ., Thurs ., Fri. til 8
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Annual Kean College Russian Adventure Trip
1 i th Jit.9{_9\{_'llJJtL L1'T'E'R}t'l{_'Y 'IO'll'l{_

Russian Studies in Leningrad

"13'1{_1'T1S:H L1'T'E'l{_JJt'TU'l('E JJt'T 1'TS SO'll.'l{.C'E"

and Moscow

Trade Times Square for Trafalgar Square, London

January 4 - January 11, 1991

on New Year's Eve!

3 College Credits; $1,414.00
An eig ht day travel course to study the culture, habits, llterature , art and everyday ltte of one of the most diversttied people
in the world--The Russians--where you will see fo r yourself those turbulent events and catalytic forces that triggered off the
"ten days that shook the wor1d."
The cost--$1414 covers the entire trip and Includes : round trip jet transportation on a scheduled airline ...flrst class hotels
In both cities ..bus transportation between all airports ...midnlght train rides between Leningrad and Moscow... two meals a day;
breakfast and d inner... daily sightseeing on the Russian intourist buses ... all truces, l ips and service charges .
All deposits shou ld be made by Nov. 1, 1990. For more detailed information and application forms please see, Or. Robert
Fyne, Willis Hall, Room 305-B.

December 26, 1990 - January 12, 1991
Spend 17 days in England and Scotland.
Earn three credits in English.
Cost: $1600 (plus tuition) or
non-credit fee of $100 .00
THE COST INCLUDES:
Round Tr ip Air Fare.
lra nsfers 1h And From The Airport.
H-i~i+I Accomodations At Hotels In London And Edinburgh
Breakfasts And A l5 Day Brit Rail Pass For Unlimited
Train Travel In Engla nd, Scotiand, And Wales.

It's Not Too Early To Think About
LONDON IN JANUARY
The course is Contemporary British Theatre , the place , ·of course, is London , England. The dates are
January 2-13. We'll be seeing lots of theatre , taking backstage tours, participating in seminars with actors
and directors, going and spending our free time at the Tower of London, Buckingham Palace and all of
the other famous sites that make London the exciting international city it is. And all of this for approximately $1200.00 including : Airfare,
transfers, hotel, breakfasts, theatre I _ _ _Yes I am interested in joining the London trip in January 1991. I
tickets, 1/2 day tour of London , the I
Please send me addnional information.
I
Stratford trip, seminars and anything I
I
else we can squeeze in. This is a 3 I Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ - - I

Study British Li terature Through Tours And Lectures In
Bath. Canterbury. York . Camhridge Universit y.
And T he Victoria A nd Albert Museum.
Students Will Have Ample Free Ti me To Explore
London, Scotla nd, And Wales Independently.
Individual Side Tr ips To Paris, France O r Dublin, Irela nd.

·r--------------------------•

credit course and tuition is extra.
If you think you'd like to join us
please fill out the form below and
return
it to Jim Murphy and
Holly Rhoades

I
----------------- II

; Address_________ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I

0

•

•

Contact Professor Sidne>- Krueger. English Depart ment. ~
Kea n College Or New Jersey.
Morris Avenue , Union. New Jersey 07083.
0

-

-

Phone The English Oepartmen1
For Additional lnrormation:
527-2298 / 2092-3.

I• Tel.
No. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- •
- ________________________

Music Across The Channel

Kean Ski Team
If you like to ski, want to meet some new people and
compete against schools like Rutgers, N.J.I.T., art! Montclair,
then join the Kean College Ski Team, otherwise known as
the Ski Club. We meet every Tuesday during college hour
(1 :40 to 2:55 p.m.) at D'Angola room 126.
Beginners to expert, male, female, or anthropoid

WE NEED YOU!!!

Due to overwhelming success of the trip just completed, I am delighted to announce plans for the next Music Across
the Channel which will take place January 1 thru 15, 1991 and will include the following:
• Round trip air fare • Newark• London, Paris • Newark
• Train and Hoovercraft Transportation between London and Paris
• All Transfers • Two to a room with private bath and buffet breakfast dally
• A one-day trip outside of both London and one In Paris
• Two musical events In London and one In Paris

• Sightseeing and major landmarks In both cities • Sufficient free time to explore and sho~
The trip will cost about $1625.00 and the three credits are extra. Those not registering for credit are required to pay
an additional $100.00 Continuing Education Fee.
There is a great amount of interest, so if you wish to reserve a space please fill out the bottom portion and return it to
me as soon as possible. For further Information contact Prof. Golub.

Name
Phone
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

------------------

City

-------,-------------

Scholarship
Applications
are now
Available for the
following scholarships:
Council for Part Time Students

Kean College
Communication - Help Center

HOT LINE
1-800-376-7805
527-2360 •527-2330
Monday thru Friday
9am - 12am
Saturday thru Sunday
2pm-12am
Have a Problem? Want to Rap?
Information and Referrals

Part time students only

John J. Kinsella Scholarship
Graduate math majors
Scholarships will be awarded for the Spring 1991 semester. The
deadline for submitting applications is November 15, 2990 at 6 PM
in the Financial Aid Office. Honor Scholarship appllcatlons may be
picked up in the Fuinancial Aid Office and at the Council for PartTime Students' Office.

New Student
Committee
General Meeti ngs:
October23
November6
November20
December4
Tuesdays, at
1 :40 P.M. In The
Freshman Center

Come Join Us!!!

First Annual
Alcohol
Awareness Week
Volleyball
Tournament
Friday Oct. 19 6-11
D'Angola Gym
$150 in Prizes T -Shirts for All .
Call 527-2353
To Sign ATeam Up
"Fun Without" Alcohol

Theater Trip
Students of Kean College are invited to attend a
Broadway production of "King Lear" on October 25.
Sponsored by the English Student Association, the
price of this theater trip is $21 for E.S.A. members, $24
non-members, $27 faculty and staff, and $28 for
guests. The price includes bus transportation from the
campus to the theater. Reservation forms may be
obtained in the office of Dr. John Bauer, W305. Payment should only be made by check or money order.

---------

Zip _ _ _ _ _ __

Business Majors
Join the business club that has National Recognition. We
travel to various locations to compete in marketing and
management competitions. This year we will be going to
Florida, Rhode Island and Colorado. Expand your business
horizons and have fun doing it. We meet every·Tuesday
during college hour (1 :40-2:55) at J-131; or speak to Dr.
Rosania in W-407.

Join

Delta Epsilon Chi
Second-Half Physical
Education Courses
Some Seats still available in one-credit PED
courses which begin October 29, 1990.

For Information,
Contact Dr. Dolores Shiposh
(D'Angola 130A)
52 7-21 01 or 2102

Required Meeting Of All
Physical Education
And Health/Physical
Education Majors
1 :40 p.m. Tuesday, October 23, 1990
D'Angola 125 Classroom
For Further Information,

Contact Dr. Dolores Shiposh
PERH Chair, 527-2101 or 2102

OCTOBER 18, 1990
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Lamda Chi Rho - The sun always shines for you.
Vanessa - Hey Home-girl! Happy
Birthday! You're are great and de-serve a very happy I know you're a
party animal so try to control
yourself! - Love Cindi

Ok Vannessa-So maybe you're
not that funny .. .And this guy's going
_with my roommate. Anyway, have
a great 20th birthday you party
animal! - Love always Randi
Cindy - My roommates, My
ROOMMATES! They're my ROMMATESI Did you see my ROOMMATES! They're my ROOMMATES
on the field! Cindy, thanks for
everything. You're AWESOME! Love Lorraine & Diana
To the Sisters of Omega Sigma
Psi - What you did for us was
beautiful. Wecouldn'taskanother
group of girls more thoughtful and
loving. We really love you! - Ann
Marie, Lorraine & Diana

Ann Marie - Let's shoot the
announcer! You're awesome anyway! You are the sweetest person
and you deserve better, We hereby
officially name you the Home-coming Queen of America! Congratulations! Love Diana & Lorraine
M. Sqeak - Never kiss a red
headed toad in boxer shorts! Love
Your Lovely & Talented Roomate

Diana-You did it,babyl You're
the best I am so proud of you and
I mean that with all my heart! I
love you! EEEEEEI Congratulations,

Redhead From Hell - Lets try
Princess Bride one more time with
out any interruptions and where
the hell is dinner. Mark

Lorraine
Liz -It may seem that I don't
care about you or I bust on you to
much but it's my way of saying I
care. Mark

Diana - Congratulations on
winning Homecoming Queenl
All that hard work paid. We're
really proud of you! - Love & Sisterhood Omega Sigma Psi

Margaret- Maybe we need to
find a better way of finding some-one to care for. We both haven't
done that great in the past but
there's always the FUTURE!! Mark

Mega - Oh, but I don't want to!
Oh, but I feel dumb. Oh, but they
laughed at me Oh, but I feel dumb.
Oh, but they laughed at me. Oh,
but .•.Shut up Diana!

Indy Staff - Thanks for trusting
and giving me the job. I hope I do
good by you. Managing Man

Kathy - Hello, is Kathy there?
Hello, is Dannielle there? Hello
chip, um•..have you talked to Kathy?
We want to wring your neck! Love
& Hatred Lorraine & Diana

My little Indian Chief - I love
you so much. Always & Forever,

Your Little Indian Princess
Amy, Terri, and Sue, You guys
are the best roommates around.
Even though I never am Love &
Sisterhood Kathy-Laty

Omega Sigma Psi - First place
in the Homecoming Tailgate! Top
three places for Homecoming
Queen! First Place in GreekOlympicsl 1990 is a great year! We
kicked butt! Let's keep it upl

Heather - We've been through
alottogether. Good times and bad.
I know we can make it if we try. I
Love You Brian

Diana, Ann Marie, and Lorraine, - Congratulations on winning Homecoming Queens. You
guys really deserve it! We love
you! Love & Sisterhood Omega

Ricky D- I miss ya babe - What
a great summer huh? We'll have
more. No doubt I love ya Donna

Lorraine

so far,Ya'II are awesome! Jer- Smile!
Kim-Men Stink! Dish-Jay, Jay, Jay
Love Yasl Lee

Diana - Congratulations on
winning Homecoming Queen!
All that hard work paid off. We're
really proud of you! Love & Sisterhood Omega Sigma Psi

Losi - I love you more than
anything in the whole wide world!
Love Always and Tons of Hugs!
Lee

Mega - Oh, but I don't want to!
Oh, but I feel dumb. Oh, but they
laughed at me. Oh, but. •• Shut Up,

QME- The door used to be blue
and the bunny is P------1

Diana!

Cindy, My ROOMMATES, My
ROOMATESI They're my ROOMMATES! Did you see my ROOMMATES!? They're my ROOMMATES
on the field! Cindy, thanks for
everything. You're AWESOME!
Love Lorraine & Diana

To the Sisters of Omega Sigma
Psi, What you did for us was beautiful. We couldn't ask for another
group of girls more thoughtful and
loving. We really love you. Ann

Marie, Lorraine, & Diana

Grace and much peace to you
dudes! When the "Haze• of the
"lastdaze"clears ...We'II be home!

Hare & Sherbert

raine

To Xians all over the world -

Diana-You did it,baby!You're
the best! I am so proud of you and
I mean that with all my heart! I
Love you! EEEEEI Congratulations,

Dish, Kemmer, and Jerrie-Berrie - Living in 402 has been great

Ann Marie - Let's shoot the
announcer! You're awesome anyway! You are the sweetest person
and you deserve better. We hereby
Officially name you the Homecoming Queen of America! Congratulations! Love Diana & Lor-

Spencer- Happy Belated Birthday! Karla

Sigma Psi

To the Xians on Kean Campus Yo! When the "New World Order
comes into play ...We audit Jazz

Kathy - Hello, is Kathy there?
Hello, is Danielle there? Hello Chip,
um ••• have you talked to Kathy?
We want to wring your neck! Love
& Hatred, Lorraine & Diana
the lncfeperident wifl refuse i:o ru11
Personals that specifically name any
individual(s) or group(s) in a
derogatory fashion . The paper
disavows personals that do not
specifically name individuals or
groups, and disclaims any respon·sibility for · whatever inferences
r~ad~ rn,!ls.e. No_P.el°S'.Onals ~itl"i 35_
· words or more will be accepted. If
you would like to submit a per.sonal, it must be dropped through
the slot in CC-119 by Friday 12
noon for the following Thursday.
.Along with the Personal should be:
25 cents per personals, author's
·,1ame and phone#. Without eithe(
of th~se, the personal will not run._

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE

· HELP WANTED

Addressers wanted immeWANTED: Enthusiastic
diately! No experience neces- Individual or student organizasary. Excellent pay! Work at tion to promote Spring Break
home. Call toll-free 1-800-395- destinations for 1991 . Earn free
trips and commissions while
3283.
gaining valuable business and
Best Fundraiser on cam- marketing experience. Please
pus! Is your-fraternity, sorority call Student Travel Service at
or club interested in earning 1-800-265-1799 and ask for
$500.00 to $1,000.00 for a one- Todd.
week, on-campus marketing
project? You must be wellWE NEED
organized and hard working.
SELF-MOTIVATED
Call Kim J. at (800) 592-2121.
PART TIME: Earn easy extra

STUDENTS
Earn up to s10/hr.

money. Positive feelings for
Lesbians/Gays and Their
Families/Priends is a must.
Write Reebekka, POB 76087;
Atlanta, Ga. 30358.

Market credit cards on
campus. Flexible hours.
Only 10 positions
available. Call Now

F

A

S

T

F U NDRAISING
PROGRAM
$1000 in just one week.
Earn up to $1000 for your
campus organization. Plus
a chance at $5000 more!
This program works! No
investment needed. Call

1-800-932-0528 Ext. 50
Interact with children ages
5-.11 in after school program.
Must be reliable, creative and
enthusiastic. M-F 2:30 to 6:00.
Westfield YMCA 233-2700.

For Sale: Complete Car
Stereo System: Blaupunkt
receiver & E.Q., 2 lnfinly speakers & 2 Kenwood speakers awesome sounding system!
Call and we'll talk - price negotiable - best offer. Mornings:
287-1400 ext 5431 - ask for
Rita.

IIIIARCH PAPERS

1

19,278 to choose from - all subjects

MISCELLANEOUS

CHILDCARE WORKER/
DRIVER. Responsible student

with car to provide childcare for
9 year old boy, 2-3 afternoons/
week. (Hours 3:30 - 6:00 p.m.)
Homework help, some driving,
and childcare. Call 351-3582
evenings.

In Class Reader Needed
for blind student on Tues &
Thurs 7:40 pm -10:10 pm, and
for 2 hours out of class time. If
interested call Siham 351-8067.

LOST: Black Cabbage Patch
Kid, female. Lost during registration. Please help a little girl
Condo - Reasonable - 2 smile again. If found, please
Bedroom in Roselle Park. Call return to E.E.O. AdministraJeanne 241-7739.
tion Bldg.

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

Mdil aqnq;,~~J;;9}2622

Or, rush $2 .00 to: Research A••l•tance
11322 Idaho Ave . #206-SN , Los Angeles, CA 90025
Custom research also available-all levels

Need a report typed? Call
Resume Solutions at (201) 241 1881 . We specialize in resume
1-800-950-8472
preparation and also offer typing & fax services. Second floor
Ext.20
office above Roselle Park movie ·
HELP WANTED: Excellent theater. Next day pick-up. All
salary, Morris Avenue office. · documents laser printed. No
Part time hours flexible around appointment required.
class schedule. Days, evenings
FOR SALE· '83 Ford Musor weekends. No typing. Call
tang. 5 spcl. ps/pb, ac,. Must
687-9821.
Sell! Best Offer. Call 351-3662.
$$$ STUDENT CASH $$$
Kean student earn $500-$1500
For Sale: Red Mazda RX7,
promoting bartending seminar. 1983, 5 sp., AM/FM, Blk intePart time. Contact Bartending · rior. Price: negotiable. See Pat
101 (215) 693-8273.
- Freshman Center.

campus Rep Wanted to
run Ski & Spring Break trips for
free travel or commission. Call
Spring Break 1991 - Indi- Sno-Search (413) 533-1600.
vidual or student organization
FREE Spring Break Trips
needed to prorrde Spring Break
trip. Earn money, free trips and to students or student organivauable work experience. CALL zations promoting our Spring
NOWII Inter-Campus Pro- Break Packages. Good pay &
.fun. Call CMI. 1-800-423-5264.
grams: 1-800-327-6013.

·

For Classified
Info Call
355-0174

Work Study
Jobs Are
Available Now!!
Departments on
campus are looking
for students, like
yourself, to work in
their departments. If
you are interested in
a Work Study position, please come to
the Financial Aid
Office and complete
a job application. You
will be notified of your
eligibility.
Work Study jobs
are only available to
students who:
1) Have completed
a 1990 Financial Aid
form.
2) Have a financial
need.

International Week
Oct 21 - 25
21st - Sunday Opening Dinner 7:00 pm - Cougar
Room
22nd - Monday Art Exhibition - Library Lobby - All
Week
23rd - Tuesday Human Relations
Seminar - 12:00 1 :30 - Grill Room
24th - Wednesday
- Bake Sale 11 :00am - 1 :00pm Outside of LS.A. Office
25th - Thursday College Cafeteria 9 :00pm - 1 :00am Brunch/Buffet - $5.00
- Grill Room
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SPORTS

Sports Photographers
'
Needed

'

Kean Trounces Jersey City
Sophomore tailback Rodney
Bond (Asbury Park), after sitting
out the entire first half with turf
toe, came on in the second half
with 77 yards rushing on just 10
carries and three touchdowns to
lead to Cougars to a, 29-1 0 vistory
over Jersey City State. It was Kean's
second road victory in as many
attempts this season.
Kean led, 3-0, at the half on the
strength of a Kurt Wieboldt (Brick)
36-yard field goal with 20 seconds
remaining in the second quarter. ·
Prior to the field goal neither side
could do very much offensively.
Both teams were hampered by
turnovers in the half. Kean fresh-

man quarterback Mike Taranto
(Staten Island, NY) threw three
interceptions in the half before
being replaced by sophomore Joe
DiMarzio (Staten Island, NY) at
the end of the second quarter. The
Gothic Knights, meanwhile, had
thrown three interceptions of their
own while also losing a fumble.
In the third quarter Jersey City
came back with 10 quick points.
After a 29-yard field goal tied the
score at 3. DiMarziowas hit in the
endzone as he was attempting to
pass. He fumbled the ball which
was recovered by Garfield Thomas fortheJersey City touchdown.
That would be the last time

Jersey City would see the scoreboard as Kean dominated the rest
of the game.
DiMarzio and Bond led the
Cougars on a six play, 64-yard
drive that Bond capped off with a
15-yard touchdown run. After the
conversion attempt failed the score
stood at 10-9.
Fol lwing the kickoff, Kean linebacker Mike Montelbano stepp_ed
up and intercepted quarterback Dan
Gaughran's pass and returned it
29-yard to the Gothic Knight seven.
Bond needed just two plays to put
the Cougars ahead for good, 1 5-9.
Kean scored its third touchdown
in a five-minute span when Bond

A Chance To Be "The Best Of The Best"

Upo~~h~·~;r:~·.:tNovem-

scampered 36-yards for a touch- points in four conference games
down with just 13:50 remaining.
for a paltry 7.8 points per game.
DiMarzio, who completed six
Montelbano (Garfield) led the
of 11 passes for 121 yards and one defensive charge as he has done
touchdown, finished off the scor- all season. The captain had 13
ing with a perfect 32-yard strike to tackles, one for a loss, an intercepwide receiver Rob Waring (Cape tion, and a pass breakup. LineCoral, Fla.) with• just under eight backer Mike Leonard (Ridgefield)
minutes left.
added nine tackles while defen"We had a superb second half," sive back Rob Calvaetta (Staten
Head Coach John Audino said.
lsland)hadtwooftheCougarsfive
"Joe and Rodney really sparked the interceptions. Darren Lugiano
team. The offensive line did a great (Vineland) added seven tackles and
job upfront protecting the quarter- his team-leading 10th sack. Lineback and opening up holes for our . backer Troy Terlizzi (Pequannock),
running backs. It was just a great with five tackles, a fumble recovteam effort."
ery, a sack, and a pass breakup,
Defensively, the Cougars con- and Eugene Belle (Roselle Park),
tinued their spectacular play. The with eleven tackles, also played
defensiveunithasallowedjust31
well for Kean.

IKean Fall Sports Roundup I

\b ( lvt•

ber 1o, 1990, the American Natu·.
. if 4 iJI/JI( I 1111/J ( • •
Male Athlete of the Week •
ral Bodybuilding conferences finSophomore quarterback Joe DiMarestbodybuildersassemble in Pittszio (Staten Island, NY) replaced
burgh, Penn sylvan ia. The contest
freshman Mike Taranto (Staten
they will compete in is of great
Island, NY) at the end of the secconsequence; it is the Natural
ond quarte r and completed six of
United States. The opportun ity to
11 passes for 121 yards a nd one
partake in th is event is one which
touchdown in the Cougars com~very few of the leagues competifrom-behind 29-1O victory.
tors get to have.
Female Athlete of the Week Kean college does however have
Senior first-singles player Lucia
two of its students qualified to do
Drumgould (Maple.vood) won both
battle in th is show. They qre 1989
of her singles matches and split
Junior Tri-State champion, Ron
her doubles matches this week.
Yacovetti, and 1989 Junior AtlanDrumgould is now undefeated in
tic Supernatural champion Rich
seven tries at first singles and is 5Tocyloski. Either of these two
1 with teammate Lisa Dragon
competitors would be pleased to
(Roselle Park) in first doubles.
place among the top five in their
Drumgould finished in second place
class. Unfortunately it's not so easily
in the NJAIAW State Championdone.
ships, losing to top seeded Gina
Both of these competitors mount
Pileggi of Seton Hall in three sets.
the stage with a different look and
Drumgould won th_e first set 6-3
style. Ron's physique displays clasand he ld a match point in the
sicallines,evendevelopment, and
second set before losing in a
aesthetic symmetry. Rich bears a
tiebreake r, 7-4. She dropped the
thick abd muscular look with a
final set 6-3. Drumgould transshape that is appealing to view.
Ron Yacovetti
ferred to Kean this year from Old
Their adversaries will possess looks and entered the shr.•,,, in Boston. A straight. There is no doubt that the
Dominion University.
'
of all sizes and shapes. This show near top five placing of sixth, left USA is one show you can't come
MEN'S SOCCER (11-5, 6-0)
is not easily won by anyone. Last Richie just shy of where he wished in off your best.
Last Week: Defeated Jersey City
year the Junior Mr. USA was held to be. Due to the fact that last
State, 3-1, on Thursday, October
in Boston, Massachusetts. Many of year's Tri-State was held one week
The countdown to the big show
11. Defeated Ithaca College, 2-1
the competitors from last year will before the United States, Ron chose is winding down . We wish both of in 20T, on Saturday, October 13.
be returning again this year. Ric- to sit back and view from the these competitors the best of luck.
This Week: Wednesday, Octohie is one of these veterans. After audience what would be his next Remember first you must dream,
ber 17 Glassboro 3 pm· Saturclaiming his Supernatural title in step. This decision was based upon the conceive, then believe. Only day October 24 Trentso~ State
September of last year he pro- the longshot or impossibility of isthesestepsapplyisitpossibleto lp~.
'
'
ceded to train eight we~ks more being in peak shape two weeks be ''The best of the best".
The Cougars won their sixth
----------------------------------------:----------------

Kean Upsets Ithaca

Kean sends the ball upfield.

PholO by Al Ugarte

The Kean soccer team continued their winning ways by upsetting third-ranked Ithaca College,
2-1, last Saturday. It was the Cougars third victory over a Top 10
team in the past two weeks.
Freshman sensation Fred Guiran (Passa ic) staked the Cougars to
a 1-0 lead in the first half. Senior
captain Tom Acton (Cli fton) and
Tom Napoli (Middletown) received
assists on the goa l. The goal was
Gu iran's eighth in his last six games.
Ithaca tied the score at one and
that w as how it w ould remain until
double-overtime. With just 1 :38
remaining in the second OT, AllAmerica forward Greg Bajek
(Clifton) scored off a feed from
Jacques Gonzales (Paterson) giving Kean the victory. The goal was
Bajek's 15th of the season and
11th in his last seven games.
''This was a very good win for
us against a superb team," Head
Coach Tany Ochrimenko said. 'Our
entire team is playing with confidence, which is something that
was missing at the beginning of

the season."
The team is now preparing for
this week's showdowns against
NJAC rivals Glassboro State and
Trenton State. At 6-0 Kean continues to hold on to fi rst place in the
tight race fo r the championship.
The Cougars are one game ahead
of Montclair State and 1 .5 games
ahe ad of G lassboro. Trenton w ith
one loss and two ties in the conference can't affo rd another loss if
they hope to compete for the title.
Kean will host Glassboro on
Wed nesday and the Lio ns on Saturday.
''This week is a very important
one for us and will determine our
postseason future," Ochrimenko
said. "With five losses it will be
very difficult for us to receive an
at-large NCM Tournament bid.
We need to win the NJAC if we
hope to compete for the national
championship."
Kean, which also defeated Jersey City State, 3-1, earlier in the
week is 11-5 overall.

straight game by defeating thirdranked lthac? Colle~e, 2-1, . in
~oubl_e overtime. It is the thi rd
time rn the past two weeks that
Kean has defeated a Top 10 opponent.
_Senior ,:'II-America forw?rd Greg
BaJe~ (_Clift?n) scored with 1 :38
remaining in the second OT to
give Kean the victory. It is Bajek's
1 ?h goal of the year and 11th in
his laS t seven games.
Kean took~ , 1-,o, lead 0 .n fresh~an Fr~d Guaran s (Passa ic) goal
1~ th e firS t ~alf. Guiran now has

e,ght_goa/s '" the. la5 f six games.

For his effortS, Gu,ran was name d
NJAC Player of the We.cl< and Bergen
Record_H?metown He ro.
Earlie r '" the~eek, th e Coug?rs
defeat~ Jersey City State, 3-1. Bajek
a~d Gui ran each netted goals along
w 1th• fre shman forwa rd Pascal
Clerago (Newarkl.
. The Kean defen~, led by seniors Tom Acton (Clifton)_The? Allot~y (Newark), a nd ~evi~ Malton
\Edi~on) has allowed JUS t f1ve goals
in six confer~nce games.
A:lso p_laym? well for th e Cou:
gar_s is senior midfield~ John Napoh
\Middletown). Napoli has ~o goals
in th_e _laS t fo~r games. while also
providing soli? defensive P!ay.
. The sq~ad is now preparing_ for
this weeks NJAC conteSt s againSt
Glassboro State and Trenton State.
TheCouga~swillhoSt b 0 thofthese
games whi~h. should go a long
way to deciding the conference
champion.
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
(11-10, 3-0)
Last Week: Defeated Stockton
State, 3-1, on Tuesday, October 9,
defeated NJIT, 3-0, on Thursday,
O ctober 11. In Hunter College
Tourn ame nt on Saturday, O ctober
13: Defeated NYU, 2-0; Lost to
Scranton, 0-2; Defea ted Frankl in
Pierce, 2-1; Lost to Hun te r, 0-2.
This Week: Tuesd ay, O ctober
16, Ramapo, 7:30PM; Thursday,
October 18, Baruch, 7:30PM; Saturday, October 20, Io na, 11 AM.
The Cougars raised their conference record to 3-0 with the defeat
of Stockton . With three more confe rence matches remaining Kean
contin ues to hold onto first place.
Leading the way for Kean were
Michelle Kirkland (East Rutherford)
who had 50 ki Ils for the week and
Sue Bishop (Maplewood) who had
76 kills for the week, including 23
against Stockton.
Lucy Crespo (Hanover Park) had
an incredible 125 assists for the
week.
Also playing well for Kean were
Kiersten Medvedich (Clark) and
Stephanie Bencivenga (Fair Lawn).

